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ESTANCIA

Estancia, Torrance County, New Mexico, Thursday,
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SOLDIERS CALLED

,

A call has been issued for men
to entrain for training camp on
July 24th.
The boys ' have scattered to
such an extent that about half of
them will go from other points.
Following is the list called for

the24tb:

James W. Sawyer.
Roy E. Pyeatt.
William P. Hamilton (transferred to Tucson, Arizona.)
Daniel Cedillo (transferred to
Holbrook, Arizona.)
Erasmus W. Miller (transferred to Amarillo, Texas.)
Rufus Humphries (transferred
to Holton, Kansas. )
Joseph T. Hamilton.
Frank C. Haynes (transferred
to Gorman. Texas.)
Richard Burton (transferred to
. Socorro. )
Alejandro Gutierrez.
Richard R. Garner.
Jose de La Cruz Márquez.
Wade H. Murf (transferred to
Clarendon, Texas.)
Samuel N. Haynes (transferred
to Gorman, Texas )
Rosendo Barela (transferred to
Guadalupe county.)
Jose Valerio.
Sylvester Peterson (transferred
to Snyder, Texas. )
Isham S. Cobb (transferred to
Amarillo, Texas.)
Jesse F. Heal.
C. F. Bolden (transferred to
Gainesville, Texas.)
Macario Gabaldon.
Marvin L. Hammond (transferred to Tahoka, Texas. )
Hilario Muller.
Manuel Anaya.
Jose G. Archibeque ánd E. W.
McComas, in this call, are already in the service.
The following have been found
physically disqualified:
Eutimio Garcia.
Ira L. Underwood.
Pancracio Encinias.
All the registrants who registered June 5th, have been classified, and all but four or five have
been placed in Class 1.
They have been called for
physical examination on the 22nd
and 23rd of this month.
It is said that those who desire to do so may go to Dr.
Amble at Mountaiiiair for exAll others are to
amination.
come to Estancia on the dates
named.

SOLDIER LETTER
-

France, June 7, 1918.
Mr. J. A. Constant,
Estancia, N, M.
Dear Sir I receive regularly
.
and read with pleasure the News-HeralIt is almost like getting
It keeps
a letter from home.
me well posted on what is happening in the Estancia valley.
I read with much interest the
letter written by Mr. Petite in
your issue of May , in which
he describes in detail some of his
experiences since March 21st. I
recall very distinctly the sunset
of that night, and how it looked.
It made and left on me the same
impression it did on him. While
I never met him and do not
know the exact place where he
was located at the time, I am
well acquainted with the battle
he described a part of. It was a
great experience. I know for a
fact that a man can sleep while
the high explosive shells are
bursting all around him. -- 1
shall never forget the bombard.
ment of
I notice some of the papers
call the battles of those days
"General Hsig's Retreat." I
From
hate to hear it called that.
Dersonal experience ' connected
with that battle and from close
observation I now have a greater
respect for and more confidence
in the Fighting Tommy than
ever before. In fact, I have
and
nothing
but admiration
'
resDect for the British troops.
The world will never, fully un
derstand or appreciate what the
Tommies faced the first days of
the battle of Picardy. I was
close to the firing line for about
eight months. I have seen the
Tommies marching to the trench
es when there was an eight or
ten inch snow on the ground, and
Again, I have
freezing cold.
seen them when it was pouring
Hnwn rain and cold and muddy.
I have Been them in the midst of

NEWS-HERAL-

FATAL

AUTOJCCIDENT

Clare Burruss. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Burruss, was instantly
killed
last Saturday evening
when the automobile in which he
was riding turned over.
Mr. Burruss had taken a pas
senger to Torreón, Mrs. Burruss
and Clare accompanying him,
and thev were on the return trip.
Fred was driving the car, and
both he and Mrs. Burrus were
quite badly, but not dangerously

D
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he won't be present at our next
congress, as he leaves for France
the 15th of this month (July).
CONGRESS
Mrs. Van Remellar of Washington, I). C, gave a very interaddress on Homy Econom"Line up for victory and join esting
ics.
the Mother Daughter Congress."
The most attractive feature of
In the history of this grand old
new state there has never been a the congress was the military
band of Camp Cody, which the
a more important gathering than commanding
John Mor
the Mother 'and Daughter Con- gan. declares officer.
to be the best in
gress held last recently in Al
United States.
buquerque. Drawn together by theOur
meals were served in the
the magic of patriotism nearly Elks
Club.
five hundred English speaking
Demonstrations were given
and Spanish speaking women of each
morning in the armory.
New Mexico engaged in the war
was a week of enjoyment
This
gathered
to
service,
study food and pleasure
to all who were
conservation.
They were so enthusiastic over present.
The winning of this war is a
the
benefits of the vital
proposition to the womancongress and the possibilities of hood
the world. Every moth
such a union that a permanent er andofdaughter
of New Mexico
organization was formed. Year must
realize
her
hoped
after year it is
that this behind the lines of responsibility
warfare and
congress will assemble to study do
methods of patriotic service, war.her part toward winning this
home craft, child welfare.
Bear in mind that France has
Every session of the congress
bled white and England
at the State Armory was a knit- been
the loss of the flower of
ting session, while
needles mourns
manhood.
clicked in making garments for her
mind that the .Hun
our boys "over there," the Bear insharks
have paralyzed
delegates gave attention tomusic, the shipping of the
That
speeches, watched cooking shows civilization is lookingworld.
to America
and studied needle work dis to stem the tide of incarnate
plays.
This means
Bavagery.
At the business session a strong hate and
each and every woman's
petition for national prohibition that
brains and hands must volunteer
was presented by the governor's to
aid because the victory rests
wife and was carried by a vote with the women
of America, so
that brought every delegate to enlist your hearts and
energy to
Tears were in many the cause of winning this war.
her feet.
eyes as the rising vote was takDelegates
Torrance coun
en, and every woman voted for ty were Mrs.from
S. Kelly, Mrs.
the petition to be wired to the Joe Peterson, J. Mrs. J. L. Stub- president and both houses of blefield, Mrs. A. J. Green, Miss
congress.
Lena Grant, Miss Flowers, Mrs.
All women, from the gov Brown, Mrs. Melton, Mrs. Dunernor's wife to the reticent little ning, Mrs. Raff,
Mrs, N. B. NelSpanish mother wearing the ser- son, Mrs. Gregory, Mrs. L. W.
vice star that symbolized the Caussey, chairman.
supreme patriotism of womanSaturday noon the farewell ad
hood, are sisters and are bound dress was given by
Major J. H.
by ties of mutual love and sym
Toulouse, after which every
pathy was demonstrated in a delegate expressed
her heartfelt
way that touched and delighted
thanks and gratitude to Major
The instigators of
all hearts.
for his kindness.
the congress builded better than roulouse
daughters "line
Mothers
they knew. It should be per up" and let'sand
this organizapetuated and is destined to be tion a success. make
We must all be
come a power in the state, It is 'food fighters."
the first of the kind in America
Will you be one ton?
and in the world, and is blazing
MRS. L. W. CAUSSEY.
new trails for a sisterhood of
Democracy the world over.
Noticto Automobile Drivers
Mrs. Isaac Barth one of the
most devoted war workers of the
Persons driving automobiles
state, chairman of the war gar- within the corporate limits of Esden division of the State Food tancia are requested to observe
Administration, wife of State the regulations with regard to
Senator Barth, was elected pres- turning in the streets and turnident of the congress for the first ing corners, and the speed limit
year.
of 12 miles an hour. I don't
The officers elected are: Pres want to make trouble for anyident, Mrs. Isaac Barth; first body, but I am instructed to enMrs. W. W. force the law, and have no
vice president,
Spackman of Socorro; second choice S. N. Shirley,. Village
MOTHER-DAUGHT-
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hurt.
The accident occurred at the
arrovo abouta mile north of lor- reon, on the Torreon-Tajiqu- e
road. Fred says he was driving
at just a reasonably fast pace,
going down the slope, and when
the wheel struck the sand at the
foot of the slope the steering
wheel was wrenched out of his
hands, and that is all he can remember about it. His principal
injuries were on the left side of
the head and face, and he was
unconscious for several hours,
Mrs. Burrus was stunned but
soon recovered her faculties. Her
worst hurt was acrcss the hips
an 3 back. Clare was thrown so
that when the car turned over the
fender with the weight of the
car struck him across the fore-- '
head, and death was evidently
instantaneous.
Mrs. Burruss. although walk
ing was very painful, returned to
Torreón, and as soon as the good
people of Torreón learned ot the
accident they hastened to do
everything possible in aid of the
unfortunates. A telephone mes
sage was at once sent to Estancia, and very soon five automo
biles with plenty of people, in
cluding Fred's brother Charley,
were at the scene of the accident
to render every assistance possible. The injured and the dead
boy were brought to their home
in Estancia, where their injuries
were attended to.
The funeral of Clare was held
Monday afternoon in the Estan
cia Catholic church, conducted by
the Parish priest, Rev. Father
Joseph Molinie, and the remains
were buried in the Estancia
cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Dance ot
Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
Rhonemus of California, Mr. and
Mrs. Chas. Burruss of Hurley,
were present at the funeral'. Mr.
and Mrs Dance had been visiting here and had just started
home when the accident occurred.
Richard Clare Burruss was past
seven, would have been eight
years of age in August. He was
an unusually bright boy, and had
been promoted to the fourth
grade in school after having attended two terms.
vice Dresident. Mrs. C. C Meach- - Marshal.
corresponding
The bereaved parents have the em, Bernalillo;
heartfelt sympathy of the entire secretary, Mrs. N. J. Strum-quis- t, The Ladies' Aid of the M. E.
community in their sorrow.
Albuquerque; resording church will meet at the home of
secretary, Mrs. Harry Wilson, Mrs Stubblefield, Thursday, July
one of the greatest battles of this Santa Fe; treasurer, Mrs.-J- . C. 25. A full attendance is desired.
war. I have seen them face Burr, Deming.
death and meet it, but I have
Torrance county officers for
never heard them grumble or the first year were elected as folcomplain.
If I ever hear any- lows: Mrs. A. J. Green, presone making remarks against the ident; Mrs. Melton, secretary;
British army it is going to hurt Mrs. Joe Peterson, treasurer.
my feelings.
This regiment
The congress will be held in
has been with the British all the Albuquerque again this coming
time since we landed in France. year. The time has not been deThis is a beautiful country at cided yet.
this time of the year. The crops, Every possible eilort waa put
what 1 have seen, are looking forth to make the week a pleasgood. In this section they raise ant one for the cuesta.
We feel that Major J. H. Tousmall grain wheat, rye and
oats, and quite a bit of hay, louse is due special credit for
mostly clover. 1 notice a good having originated the idea which
many potatoes and sugar beets. has made this great event a sue
Well, as news is a mighty cess. We, as delegates to the
scarce article over here I will congress, showed our love and
appreciation to him by presentclose.
ing to him a wrist watch. We
Respectfully yours,
Sgt. L. M. Gardner.
are deeply grieved to know that

Coal!
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YOUR VALUABLES

Si"

I

IN OUR SAFETY
DEPOSIT VAULTS
and have

PEACE

OF MIND.

YOU CAN'T HELP BUT WORRY IF YOU KEEP YOUR MONEY
AND VALUABLES IN YOUR HOME.
AND WHEN YOU DO YOU
AND YOURS ARE NOT SAFE, FOR BURGLARS MIGHT BREAK IN
AND THEY WILL STOP AT NOTHING, NOT EVEN MURDER,
WHEN COMMITTING ROBBERY.
WHY NOT COME IN RIGHT NOW AND RENT A BOX IN OUR
SAFETY DEPOSIT VAULTS?
IT WILL ONLY COST YOU A NOMINAL SUM AND YOU WON'T BE ANXIOUS AND NERVOUS.
COME TO OUR BANK.

Estancia Savings Bank

DIRECTORS A. 3. GREEN, 3. B. HERNBON,
DR. C. 3. AMBLE, 3. S. KELLY, ANNIE PORTER,
ATTENTION

Anyone desiring instruction in
knitting in the Red Cross branches will notify me. I am always
at your service. Please send all
knit goods to us by the 25th for
Thanking you
July shipment.
in advance. Mrs. James Walker,
Supervisor of Knitting.

H. F. SH ELTON

For long term farm loans see
Lipe.
$25.00 cash reward for information leading to the arrest
and conviction of anyone defacing, destroying or removing road
markers of Butler Auto Co. , Albuquerque.
H. V.

NEAL JENSON, Cashier
ED. W, ROBERSON, Ass't Cash'r
C. ORTIZ, 2nd Vice President. Directors: Willie Elgin, F. T.
Meadows, A. Abbott, Robert Lynn.
C. A. BURRUSS, President

J.N. BURTON. Vice Pres.

Co-operati- on

It's a good word, and a good thing carried
out. Our banking system is standing the
test because it is based on
We want you to carry an account with this
bank because it's to our advantage; but
comes in we'll
"here's where
advantage,
too,
make it to your

FARMERS AND STOCKMENS BANK

Coal!

Coal!

Help the Government by placing your coal
orders NOW. We have on hand now several
cars of both Cerillos and Clarks lump.

No

Cerillos Lump at $9.95 a Ton
Clarks Lump at $8.75 a Ton

Off-Seaso- n

Midsummer is usually considered an
at this
in business, but there is no
store. We are just as busy as ever putting up
appreciated bargains for customers. If you are
not our customer, you are solicited to try us.
n

n

HELLUMS
are
Whre
Prices

Lowest

Also a Car of Blacksmith Coal
BUY WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

Estancia Lumber Go.
HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL YOUR WANTS

i

ESTANCIA

AN EPITOME OF
LATE UVE NEWS

FOREIGN
A thousand Chinese have been murdered in Chinese Turkestan by roving
bordes of the Bolshevik!, according to
reports from that district.

NEWS-HERAL-

Pithy News Items

VON HINDENBURG
WESTERN

REPORTED

Gathered From All Over

DEAD

AN QPERAT10R

MINING AND OIL

General Pershing, In a general order
has decreed July 14, France's national
Instead I took Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
NEWS
holiday, as a day of celebration for
HAD APOPLECTIC 8TROKE AFTER
Vegetable Compound
CONDENSED RECORO OF THE the American expeditionary forces.
STORMY SESSION WITH
A new provisional government for
and
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
Was Cured.
Newe
Service.
Western
Newspaper
Union
Newi
Service.
Siberia, which has the unanimous sup- Western Newspaper Union
KAI8ER.
HOME AND ABROAD.
COMING EVENTS.
Prices Quoted for Metals.
Md.
" Nearly four year
Baltimore,
port of the population and which will
Round-u- p
7 11
and Sparta CarNew York. Lead, $8.05. Copper, I suffered from organic troubles, ner
continue to fight the central powers, Aug.
nival at MuKdalcna.
vousness
and headmeetingMexico
New
silver,
$25.62. Bar
October Annual
has been established at Vladivostok.
99c.
aches and every
Public Health Association.
St. Louis. Spelter, $8.48.
The fall of Foreign Secretary von
OVER
ROW
FROM ALL
PARIS
THRUST
would
have tot
month
per
London. Bar silver, 48
A Deming restaurant was destroyed
Kuehlmann is regarded in Germany as
stay in bed most of
ounce.
by
fire.
Treatopen
time.
the
the Introduction of an
Boulder, Colo. Tungsten concen
ments would relieve
A farm bureau Has been formed In
regime under the control of the
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVEper
trates, 60 per cent, $20.0022.6O
ma for a time bat
INTERVIEW
"
AT GREAT
HEADmilitary leaders, special dispatches
Luna county.
my doctor we alunit. Crude ores, 60 per cent, $22.01
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPE3
QUARTERS BROUGHT ABOUT
from Holland say.
Clovls men have filed some 44
ways urging me to
per
10
cent,
26.00;
25
$12.0012.B0:
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Evidence secured from Austrian pris- claims on the potash land In Roose
have an operation.
CONGESTION OF BRAIN.
per cent, $9.4012.20.
My sister asked ma
velt county.
oners Indicates that the
ío try Lydia E. Pink-f- a
losses during the recent offenOver 500 hogs belonging to farmer
Westers Newspaper Union Newe Bervle.
Arizona,
a m'a Vetretabla
250,-00Western Newspaper Union Newe Service.
sive were in the neighborhood of
near Deming have been vaccinated
Ray Consolidated Copper Company
ABOUT THE WAR
Compound bef or
reports made by captives against cholera.
Other
"pounds
In
16
Amsterdam,
July
Field Marshal
of
June produced 7,736,569
consenting to an
Local engagements have been fought tend to confirm accounts of poor
According to the state highway en
operation. I took
on Hindenburg Is dead, according to copper.
in the region of Rhelms.
wheat and potato crops In Austria.
five bottles of it and
336 laborers at the newspaper Les Nouvelles.
now
are
gineer,
there
His
In June the output of the Chino
In aerial fighting British and
baa completely
drafted
it
Italians from the Trentino,
work on state roads.
death Is said to bave occurred after popper Company was 6,706,474 pounds
French airmen have accounted for into
me and sif
cured
to
army
made
Austrian
and
the
a Btormy interview with the German of copper.
William R. McGIIl was nominated
twenty-fiv- e
machines.
all my friends
work
tell
is a pleasure. I
fight under Ai'trian banners under by President Wilson as register of the emperor at great headquarters at Spa,
of
kind what
this
trouble
any
have
who
Longpont
on
machinery
The
the
has been Installed at
The village of
duress, bave su.iered maltreatment at land office at Fort Sumner.
The emperor and the field marshal the Bullion Bar mine at Ajo and oper Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- river, east of Villers-Cotteretthe hands of their Austrian commandB.
done
baa
me.'
for
are
Nellie
Jugo-Sladif
declared
have
had
to
serious
De
A local branch of the
will commence soon.
has been captured by the French.
ers, according to the story of an ItalRrmNGHAM, 609 Calverton Rd., Baltiferences of opinion concerning the ations
organiza
fense league, a nation-wid- e
The
Md.
very
Holbrook
The French continued their progress ian captain made public at London.
oil
field
more.
looks
tion, was formed at Gallup with Frank German offensive toward Paris. Tbe good and several companies are alto)
It Is only natural for any woman So
north of Chavigny farm and east of
Praise of President Wilson's leader
field marshal died, from congestion of
ready
drilling,
Faverolles. Javage farm, northeast of ship in the war and bis advocacy of a Kauzlarich as president.
while
rigs are dread the thought of an operation.
several
brain.
the
restored
many
to
have
women
been
In
comprising
a
total
sales,
Forty
Faverolles, was occupied.
league of nations aüer the war whs
The violent interview between von being set up.
health by this famous remedy, Lydia E.
In given by Herbert H. Asquith, former excess of 170,000 acres of land in Hindenburg and Emperor William ocforces
The. British fighting
Compound,
after
Pinkham's
Vegetable
9,000 acres were
Colorado,
France now aggregate 2,000,000 men, premier, in an address at the National tractsbyfrom 12H to
an operation Baa been advised that it
curred on May 16, Les Nouvelles says.
the state land office at Clay
ays the Havas correspondent on the Liberal Club In London. The occasion sold
will pay any woman who suffers from
Molybdenum
The
was
apoplectic
Climax
Company
by
It
an
followed
ailments to consider trying it beBritish front This equals the num- was a "hospitality dinner to American ton.
stroke which ultimately resulted In the has made another $100,000 shipment such
fore submitting to such trying ordeaL'
Mrs. William Beck of Gallup is
ber on the front in 1917.
of high grade molybdenite
officers."
concenfield
marshals
death.
the only native American Indian
trates.
The French and Italians In Albania
There is the closest union between who has been compelled to register unGreat Rejoicing.
have carried their lines steadily northNo confirmation of the Amsterdam
During the month of May 800 tons
the political leaders of Germany and
"I believe," said the bug who wai
of
Con
report of Hindenburg's death has been of crude ore (thirty-twward. The town of Berat, the most German army headquarters regarding der tbe amended alien act
cars) were always talking about things nobody
Important point in southern Albania, their readiness to receive peace pro- gress.
received In allied countries or Amer shipped from Rico, most of it to the knows anything about, as ninny peopb)
Five new local branches have affilhas fallen. It Is reported large quan posals from the allies if they are of
.
ica.
Durango.
smelters
at
do, "that In the future life In the next
In the last six months there have
tities of supplies were destroyed by fered in a spirit of sincerity.
This iated themselves with the New MexThe Jessie gold mine In Gold Run world, you know men will have thi
with
Association,
of
Bean
Growers'
ico
the retreating Australians'.
been
of
the death
several rumors
statement was made in the Reichstag
In the Breckenrldge
is keep- same occupations that they do her
headquarters at Cherryvale, TruJUlo, Field Marshal von Hindenburg and ing twenty stamps ofdistrict
A large German patrol which at- by Chancellor von Hertllng.
Its forty-stam- p
and now. The poet here will be a
have been many reports that he mill running
Levy, Optimo and French.
there
tempted
to raid the American
full time on ore from the poet there; the grocer here will be a
Major General Biddle, commander of
poor
health.
in
been
trenches on the Marne front was brok- the American forces in England, angarage
a
in
which
started
Fire
grocer there. And so on."
lower level.
German newspapers were not per
en up and routed In confusion. The
spread to two lumber companies and
"Hoo-ra- y
!" shouted the man he was
Tbe Wellington MineB Company at
Qermans left several dead, which aid nounced that American troops were the Liberty theater and spread until mitted to mention tbe rumor.
spouting
to.
seventy
to
at
eighty
Breckenrldge
from
stationed
dif
continues
to
be
tbe
the
ed the Americans in establishing
Why the Joy?" asked the philoso
largest producer of zinc ore concenferent points in England and Scotland. It destroyed a half block of business
Identity of new German units.
In recognition of the valiant services buildings on the main business street
in the district. A recent rich pher, doubtfully.
trates
in
Bolshevik!
The defeat of the
BRITISH CAPTURE KEM strike Is reported.
That means that there will be Ice
of the American troops when thiy at Deming.
Western Siberia Is confirmed.
The stopped
Hoo-ra- y
1"
Arthur Burdett, manager of a New
the German rush on Paris in
Breckenrldge reports that Paul Bur- - men there.
Bolsbevlki are evacuating
Irkutsk. the second
cap- York company's mining properties at
of
the
Marne,
battle
dette,
Minof
on
lessee
mine
Ella
the
Dispatched
to
The new provisional Siberian governAid
to
Siberia
Forces
be misled. Ask for Red Croat
turing Bois de Belleau, routing the Silver City, was found dead in his aseral hill, made a thirty-toshipment Baa-Don't
Czecho-Slav- s
ment has been constituted at
Battle Bolshevlkl
Blue. Makes
white clothes.
gun nests and estab- say office. Death was caused by acciof good grade lead carbonate ore to At all good grocers.beautiful
The Japanese bave ad- German machine
Adv.
Longpont.
Cross
French
River
Near
corpoisoning,
according to the
lishing themselves in commanding po dental
the Chamberlain sampler.
vanced to China (10,000,000 under a
sitions on the Marne sector, the oner's verdict
Not Equal to Three.
.
The Gold Bond Exploration Com
reorganization loan with the concurLondon. British forces, after land pany, with a capitalization of
authorities have officially
They had not been married very
Portales Is proud of the Ufe and
rence of entente bankers, the security French
$250,000,
on
occu
ing
coast,
Murman
the
changed
have
name
the
Bols
de
of
Belleau
young
death of
Private Frank Carl
has secured the group of silver lode long, but she had grown cold and listbeing the revenue from salt surplus.
to
de Marine, and McDermott, who wag killed In action pied the Russian port of Kem, on the claims on Mt. Guyot, formerly operat less; so one evening, after she had
Striking the Germans on a front baveBols de la Brigade
maps changed ac- In France June 16 and around whose White sea, the Frankfurter Zeltung ed by Thomas Horn.
all
ordered
yawned about seventeen
times, he
that has been quiet for the last six cordingly.
sáld;
short service for his country cluster says, according to a Rotterdam disthirty-fiv- e
weeks,
The
the French have broken
from
returns
sacks
patch
Daily
Telegraph.
to
the
many Interesting incidents.
"You seem to be so cold and Indifthrough and advanced their lines. The SPORT
of bismuth ore, which Lessees Don
you forgotten
"Billy" Miske of St. Paul outfought
blow was launched between Castel
The proposal of H. O. Bursum to
Peking,
July 15. Czechoslovak nely and Sauers shipped to Salt Lake ferent, Matilda. Have
l,
and
in Plcardy, south Gunboat Smith of New York In all but hold a special session of the Legisla- forces, which captured Nikolsk, north- City from the Molly B property at those happy days when I was paying
yon
my
addresses?"
of Amiens. The attack was along
the fifth round of a
bout at ture to extend the franchise to solwest of Vladivostok, are now closely Breckenrldge show that the ore was
"I should think I haven't I should
front of approximately three miles. It Jersey City, N. J.
diers out of the state; and to "adjourn pursuing the Bolshevist troops, which settled for at the rate of $208.75 per
think
forgotten those happy
I
haven't
swept the Germans back out of the
Tony Zill, Youngstown, Ohio, light- politics" by doing away with the fall are retreating toward Khabarovsk. ton.
days. I never had less than three felvillage of Castel and the Anchln farm, weight boxer, has
been appointed box elections and permitting present state The Czecho slovaks are receiving aid
lows every evening calling on me."
about a mile to the south, and cleared ing Instructor at Camp Sherman, to and county officers to hold over for
Montana.
from a force of 1,600 Cossacks and a
"But, dear, haven't you got me to
out a number of strong enemy post' succeed Johnny
another two years, has not met with number of Chinese and Japanese. Rail
The net proceeds of the Butte Cop pay you attention now?"
Kilbane.
tlons. The French penetrated the Ger
enthusiastic reception on the part of way and telegraph oommunlcatlons
per Zinc Company, operated by the
Harry
Way,
sportsman,
P.
Denver
"Yes,
I suppose I have. You are doman lines to a depth of more than
Anaconda Company, were $227,494.
who has been making great progrese a number of state officials.
have been opened with Vladivostok.
ing the best you know how; but you
mile and captured 500 prisoners.
Copper
in the trap shooting game of late, won
production
of the Anaconda don't flatter yourself that you are
Leandro Perea, the convict who esWESTERN
tne president's trophy at the three-da- caped some time since from the road
Paris. Further progress Is reported Copper Mining Company in June equal to three, do you?"
Nat Hoffman, a white soldier, was
shoot In Indianapolis.
the war office's announcement, an amounted to 25,800,000 pounds. This
gang at Magdalena, where he had been
executed at Camp MacArthur at Waco,
compares with 28,400,000 pounds in
working, was captured at the Otero operation In the neighborhood of LongThree favorites and one
Had His Indorsement.
Tex. He attacked a schoolgirl last choice won at the closing day's second
pumping station by Engineer George pont enabling the French to cross the May.
Rev. William E. Barton tells of a
meetApril.
ing of the grand circuit at North Ran- Weathers. Perea at the tiny was en- Savleres river opposite Catlfet farm.
The mining companies operating in rather disconcerting Incident of his
The statement says: "The number Butte, Anaconda and Great Falls an early ministry.
The Utah copper Company an dall at Cleveland, Ohio. Close finishes gaged In robbing the bunk house at
of
prisoners
captured
by
wages
us
reIn the
nounced an increase in
of 60 and fast time featured the racing. Miss which Weathers detected him. He atnounced an Increase of 60 cents a day
"It was a deeply Impressive occa
gion of Montdldler is more than 600. In the wages of miners.
cents a day for 5.000 day laborers em Harris M. won die
Under this Sion," he says: "a general memorial
Dace In tacked the engineer with a knife when
We
ployed by that corporation at Bing sensational time.
took,
in
addition,
more
eighty
than
scale
service,
I believe. I had reached the
upper
miners
will
receive
$5.75 a day.
Weathers shot Perea in the
ham, Utah.
right arm and captured blm after a machine guns.
Butte and Superior output for June point In my discourse where I quoted
GENERAL
The allies have been repeatedly was 11,600,000 pounds of zinc, com 'The Lord giveth and the Lord taketb
two-mil- e
At least 125 persons, most of them
chase.
The bodies of William Hille, his sis
pushing back the German lines little pared with 8,650,000 in May, and 225,- - away.'
negroes, were killed and seventy-fiv- e
i
One of the most significant features by
ter, Edna, and Ernest Fenze were
little at various Important points. 000 ounces of silver, against 170,000
'Suddenly from the rear pew a
Injured in a head-o- n
collision between found at the Hille farm, near Wauke of the Cowboys' Reunion at Las Vegained
have
These
valuable
defensive in May. Ore mined in June totaled derelict rose uncertainly to his Teet,
two passenger trains on the Nashville,
sha, Wis. Evidence of poisoning was gas was tbe raising of the service flag ground
and brought In thousands of 40,000 tons and the mill recovery is nnQ In a voice reminiscent of Poe'
Chattanooga ,& St. Louis railway at found In Miss
Hi lie's body. Several with 675 stars, each representing a prisoners.
'Rnven' announced solemnly to the enDutchman's bend, five miles from horses were found to
given at 91 per cent.
have been shot. cowman of New Mexico who has enIt is announced at Washington that
Nashville, Tenn.
According to a statement filed at tire congregation:
After saving the lives of more than tered the military service of the Unit"Nothin' could be fairer! Nftthln''
A posse patrolled the banks of the 600 cannery employes, Including twen
ed States and many of whom are now the number of troops dispatched to Butte for taxation purposes the net
e
Marals des Cygnes river near Paola,
The mammoth crowd France has grown to 1,100,000, some proceeds of the Anaconda Copper Min- could be fairer 1' and sat down."
men marooned on an iceberg overseas.
Kan., in search of a dozen men who for three weeks, and towing three big cheered vigorously as the banner was 90,000 men having left last week. The ing Company for the year ended June
Don't envy the other fellow so- formation of three army corps from 1 were $14,039,000. The company durflagheld up a southbound Missouri, Kan vessels to safety, the United States lifted to the top of the
sas & Texas passenger train south of fisheries steamer Roosevelt, Capt. H. pole. Judge David J. Leahy, himself the troops In France, each corps com- ing tbe fiscal year extracted 4,112,144 much. The chuncos are that his wife-get- s
Just as peeved as yours.
prising from 225,000 to 250,000 men, tons of ore of a gross value of $13.78
Paola, shot three persons and looted Bierd, returned to port at Seattle, a veteran of the Spanish-Americawas also made known.
war, made tbe dedicatory speech.
a ton.
the express and mail cars.
Wash., from Alaskan waters.
The advance, made mainly by the
Zonie Yashie, a young Navajo Indian
An unofficial canvass of all police
Worth Bagley Daniels, son of the
New Mexico.
stations and "detention camps" in Chi secretary of the navy, entered the An woman living near Tanner Springs, Italians with the French on the right
flank, In the Albanian compalgn, has
cago, showed that 791 men of draft napolis Naval Academy as
The price of copper has been fixed
Was killed by a bolt of lightning.
a
age were held for failure to comply
reached a maximum depth of at 26 cents per pound, an advance of
Prairie dogs are being gassed with already
miles on a front of some 214 cents over the former price.
heavler-than-aiwiin regulations.
r
gas to kill them when twenty-tw- o
Dr. David Roberts, veterinarian of
eighty miles, straightening the allied
The new skip pockets
are about
WASHINGTON
Waukesha, Wis., In the District Court poiBoned grain fails to dispose of line as It runs from the
Adriatic and complete on the third, ninth and elevThe year's corn harvest promises to was sentenced to one year in the Mil- these pests. Oats are soaked In poi- links up with the
Macedonian front.
enth levels of the Little Fannie shaft
be the largest on record with a total waukee house of correction after son and placed near the prairie dog
at Mogollón; these will feed through
villages and as high as 93 per cent of
of 3,160,000,000 bushels.
pleading guilty to statutory charges
cartridges
to skips. The crusher plant
dog
a
village
Inmates
prairie
of
8enate Passes Telegraph Bill.
Five American airplanes which went while in company of Grace Lusk at a the
are killed In this way. When this
Washington.
By a vote of 46 to 16 and mine conveyor are complete and
on a bombing expedition have failed Milwaukee hotel on April 4 and 2
method of killing the pests falls the the Senate adopted the resolution em- are being tried out.
1917.
to return. General Pershing's commuTimbering is still under way in the
use of poison gas Is found necessary powering the President to take over
nique reported.
Berlin reported five
Lieutenant General Horvath,
the prairie dog holes and under- the telegraph and telephone wires. Im- Johnson No. 1 shaft at Mogollón.
American airplanes in German hands. president and general manager vice and
fifty feet of square sets yet repassages
About
ground
filled with the gat).
of the
Felicitations of the Mexican people Chinese Eastern railway, having de- This kills all that were not killed with I mediately after this action the Senate main to be put In before sinking can
a
entered
unanimous
into
agreement
ana government were sent to Presi clared hlmBelf premier of a temporary
tbe poisoned grain.
to recess three days at a time until be started. This shaft will be of imdent Wilson by President Carranza of Siberian government,
has been proJohn Spanu and Mrs. Louis Carbon! Aug. 26, and during that time to trans- portance In the future development of
Mexico in an Independence day mes- claimed provisional ruler of Siberia. are In
the western side of the district.
the hospital at Gallup, Spanu act nothing but routine morning
between POSTUM
sage. Hope for the early advent for according to a dispatch to
Connection has been made with the
the London perhaps mortally wounded, and Mrs.
the "everlasting reign of peace and Mail from Harbin.
Maud S eastern workings from the
a
with
broken
arm
Carboni
by
caused
a
Justice in both continents" was exCentral shaft on the Deep Down In the
Patrick J. Connolly, the first Sinn a bullet, as the result of a shooting afpressed.
House Sustains Wheat Price Veto.
Mogollón district, and it is now pos-t in
Fein "objector" tried before an Amer fair which took place on he streets
Forty ped cent increases In the pay ican court-martia- l,
tK
Washington.
The House sustained st Die to get down through the Maud
of Gallup. Louis Carboni Is in tbe
has been sentenced
of street car conductors and motor-me- n Dy tne general court-martiboard at county Jail awaiting tbe outcome of President Wilson's veto of the agricul- workings to water level. This end of
all over the nation will be recomCamp Dix, at Wrlghtstown, N. Y., to the Injuries Inflicted upon the two hos- tural bill. A motion to pass the meas tbe mine has not been worked for sev
enteen years and recent sampling by
mended by the War Labor Board, It a term of fifteen years at hard
labor pital patients, which he is alleged to ure over the veto was defeated, 172
became known. To make these In- at Fort Jay, with
to 72. The bill was referred to the the Oaks company shows good ore
of all pay have inflicted with a .25 automatic reforfeiture
creases possible, it will be necessary and allowances and dishonorable dis- volver. The shooting
committee
and House in a number of places.
This ore
is the outcome agricultural
In many cities to raise the fare rate charge from the service at
planned to pass it without the will be taken out through lower levels
of of a family disruption In the Grxbonl leaders price-fixinthe
end
g
to 6 cents.
of Central shaft which is now being
provision.
wheat
his term.
home.
sunk.
Fifteen officers and men of the inBasic prices on coke were estab
0
New Mexico with approximately
fantry were cited by General Pershing lished by the Fuel
Americans Observe French Holiday.
Indians within her borders has
Administration at
In his official communique for acts of $4.50 to $G.50.
Wyoming.
With the American Forces In
known all along that the "original
gallantry for which they have been
The Ohio Oil Company, the Curtis
Four workmen are known to be dead American" is not proving a slack? In France. On all the American fronts
It's
awarded distinguished service crosses.
delicious.
and twelve
the world war. A conspicuous InsUnce soldiers Joined their French comrades Petroleum Company and the Big Ininjured in an exploGreat Britain was granted an addi- sion at the others
Besides
dian Oil Company have completed preIn
celebrating
was
of
the
Gallup
Sunday.
French
at
it
enlistment
no
the
the
government
fete
at
arsenal
tional credit of $175,000,000 by the
other day of a big chief of the Nava- The Americans wore the French na- liminary arrangements for the drillTreasury Department, making the to- Frankfort, a suburb of Philadelphia.
ing
of
emblem
jees.
wells
several
biltional
in
and
decorated their
the Poison
The strike of operatives In the Am- days
tal loans to her to date $3,345,000,000 oskeag
one
Deputy Sheriff A. E. Hughey of lets and motor cars with French flags. Spider territory.
and Stark eotton mills at Manand the total credits to the allies
villages
In
The
rear
the
of
The
the
lines
Warm
Springs
was
Newklrk
should
seriously
field in Hot
shot and
chester, N. H., was settled on terms
Save.
irailar to those arranged In the case wounded at Cuervo by W. A. Sutton, were profusely decorated with flags Springs county is booming, the new
President Wilson vetoed the annual of the Lowell,
Mass., strike, the manu- living north of town, whom he had ftf the allies. Showers failed to keep territory la putting about 1,000 baragricultural bill containing an amend- facturers
Soldiers and rels of oil out dally into the new line
placed under arrest on a warrant the crowds Indoors.
pay
agreeing
ment Increasing the price of wheat to of 16 per cent In to d the increase
civilians promenaded the streets and that Is taking the crude to Thermon- by charging Sutton with criminal aUaek
exchanged
$2.40 per bushcL
holiday
greetings.
olls and strings of tools are driving I
me siriaexa.
on a
girt.
tht holes down all over the territory. I
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Wear Sealskins,
Latest Request
New Tork.

The American

govern-

ment Is Interested In the exploitation
of sealskin. That Is a septence pregnant with significance. It means one
thing: to Hooverlze on the other furs
and use the kind which the Pacific
coast produces, writes a leading fashion correspondent.
It Is said that the dyes and the preparation of fur for costume usage are
exceptionally good. The story goes
that quite a degree of sharp Irritation
has been caused among certain groups
of Individuals concerning the dyeing
knowledge that St. Louis has made her
own. Whatever the outcome of the

Designers of clothe have already
started October fashion, and here la
one of them.
It I a suit of oxeen
duvetyn, with a big collar of squirrel.
It Is embroidered In squirrel-grachenille, and the wide
waistcoat Is of gray silk.
Irritation, the fact remains that the
fur people say that women have nothing to fear from the grade, the quality
or the coloration of the fur that will
bear the American label.
Everyone does not know the extraordinary situation which was developed in the fur trade before the war
broke. The simplest piece of American peltry that an American girl wore
had probably made a little Journey half
around the world and was far more
traveled than Its possessor. ' You could
catch a 'coon In Georgia, send It to
London for preparation, across the
English channel to France to have
style and finish put into it, then, from
a port In France to an Atlantic port,
and finally Journey it across the continent, drop It into various places, well
known and unknown, and sell It to an
y

double-breaste- d

American woman.
Such was the fate of a piece of fnr.
Today our peltry stays at home. We
can catch a 'coon In Georgia, an opossum In Alabama, trap a mink In Mew
England, get together all the cats and
rats the nation does not need, and turn
them out between St Louis, New York,
Chicago and San Francisco tato" a motley array of admirable fürsT
Will Push JtJyrlydiBklna.
FosTeflng'thls condltlobTis the AmerOur native sealican government.
skin will be pushed to the limit of ex-

3.

ploitation as a fashionable fur, and
there Is no reason for women to linger
far behind tthe government In Its desire to have these skins sold in a steady
''
"
fashion.
t The reason for the enthusiasm on
the part of the majority of women for
this soft and pliable fur, Is its effect
upon the human face and figure. It Is
singularly attractive o flesh and bone.
ÍTfafls lntosupple folds; 'it brings out
the best In a complexion. Raccoon,
opossum, skunk and all the other longhaired furs are stylish, one admits, but
they are not becoming. Silver foxes
are graceful enough In their undulations and the hairs are soft enough to
keep a woman's face gentle and femfur Is put
inine, but when a
against the chin, the features are hard-ne- d
passed
had
as though a cold wind
over them.
Parts Is augmenting the use of sealskin. Capes are made with 18 and
borders of It; skirts are made
with floating panels of It lined with
hlffon; medieval cuirasses of heavy
embroidered satin that show a glint of
isllk and metal in the design have long,
medieval sleeves of American sealskin
which flare over the knuckles.
The sealskin sacque will come back
with the ostrich feather. These have
always been associated In the minds
of those who remember the days of old,
when the height of bliss to a fashionable woman was a summer In Saratoga, a pair of drop solitaire earrings.
:a short, untrlmmed sealskin sacque
and a hat ornamented with two or
more long, floating ostrich plomes.
The diamond earrings will not re
turn to fashion, but the ostrich feather
nd the sealskin coat will come out on
the primrose path of fashion In the
arly autumn.
The women of England and France
have led the way. The ostrich plume
was first demanded by those who made
.money In munitions and had to spend
d

i .

h

--

It on the symbols of luxury; but soon
h
women took It up for Its
beauty and again we have soft felt hats
rose pink, black and
and
with blue
brown thickly curled ostrich plumes
floating around the crown and dropping down on the shoulder.
One of the new bits of millinery
shows a hat that has a Joffre blue
plume pulled around over the left
shoulder like a curl, and one gets a
quick, flashing backward glimpse of
those women of royal France who
hunted through the forests with a
plume down their back and a falcon In
their hand.
New Suits Show Peltry.
The American designers, as well as
those In France, are taking time by
the forelock and exhibiting autumn
gowns that may be bought at the present moment and worn at summer resorts cool enough to make fur endurable.
To the outsider, the very thought of
peltry In our hot, humid climate during July and August, is depressing; but
there are thousands who are not so
easily depressed by a circumstance
over which they have full control.
They want fur; they like to wear It,
and It pleases them to make a piquant
contrast between their costume and the
thermometer.
Therefore, the designers will let
them have their way. They not only
give them separate pieces of fur, but
gowns trimmed with It, capes bordered
with It and blouses heaped with It.
Mind you, they are not stingy about
fur on these new clothes. There Is not
a tiny fringe of It on a chiffon ruffle,
as in other days, but It Is used In a
h
bold and lavish manner, such as
bands, medieval sleeves and huge
girdles with bows at the back.
It does not take superfine reckoning
to realize that the American sealskin is
about the only fur that can be used In
d
this generous fashion. The
pelts cannot be manipulated into pieces
of a garment; they must remain as
separate entities used as accessories.
Imitates Medieval Coat of Mall.
We are not only going to embellish
our bodies with soft furs as a protest
and protection against the lack of coal
and hot water In zero winters, but we
delightedly find that the designers are
giving to the world a new material
that looks exactly like a coat of mall.
Women will have Jerkins of it with
sealskin sleeves, or they will have long
tunics of It, girdled at the waist with

Indian red silk and glittering in the

sun.

There will be short skirts of seal
skin sometimes worn under these long
Jerkins or coats of mall, and there will
be evening gowns bnllt of this silver
and gold coat of mall cloth.
In contrast to these glittering and
sumptuous fabrics of a day when men
had to wear armor as a constant pro
tection from the danger thrust of an
enemy, are the new coats of leather.
They shimmer and shine in the rain ;
they protect one from the cold; they
will be used as Jerkins, as short Jack
ets over thick, woolen skirts when the
autumn comes.
This fashion has been stolen of Its
glory In October by smart women al- -

Success Has Followed

All

Their

Efforts.
On the train from Edmonton to Winnipeg the writer took a seat beside a
soldier who had returned from the
On his breast he wore the
front.
beautiful distinguished service medal.
One coat sleeve was armless, and on
his left cheek lie bore a scar that he
would carry to his grave. He had
served his country faithfully and well.
At the first call fi;r soldiers In August,
1914, he hastened to the recruiting
oflice, leaving his 320-acr-e
farm, with
Its crop rcatly for harvest, a full
equipment of farm Implements, plenty
of horses, and a wife. The wife should
not be last on the list for she proved
the mnster of the situation, anil loyally took hold of the question of production, wliile her husband was on ills
way to fight the Hun. And she succeeded. In 1915 she succeeded, and
nguln In 1910. and when her husband
returned In 1917 she was nble to show
some contemplated
farm buildings
completed, the Indebtedness of the farm
paid off, a considerable addition to the
stock, and the land ready for a 1917
crop. This was the story told by the
soldier, and wasn't he a proud man!
He was now ready to do what he could
to keep up the period of prosperity
and provide food for the allies. The
women of Canada have done nobly
during the struggle.
Among the most successful farmers
of the Oak Lake district, Manitoba,
are the Misses Clara nnd Beatrice Forward, who, for the past fourteen years,
have farmed their own land, doing all
the regular work on the farm, such as
plowing, seeding, summer fallowing
They have been espeand reaping.
cially successful with stock, and have
a splendid herd of shorthorns,
both
purebred and grade. At the recent
Brandon sale they purchased a new
purebred stock bull for $700. Their
herd was last year Increased by 23
calves.
Miss R. M. Hlllman of Keeler, Saskatchewan,
is another successful
woman farmer.
She has gone In extensively for grain growing, and farms
1,120 acres.
She also owns some of
the finest Perdieron horses In Saskatchewan.
The prairie now boasts of many
women who have had more or less success, though few are farming on the
same large scale as Miss Hlllman and
These women
the Misses Forward.
have demonstrated, and are still demonstrating, that a versatile woman
may be Just as good and successful a
farmer as her brother.
There ore other women, too, on the
Canadian prairies, who, though they
have not had thrown upon them the responsibilities
of "running a farm,"
have been decided factors in making
They assist their
success.
a
the farm
husbands by keeping the farm accounts, reducing the grocer's bills by
their management of the poultry and
butter, taking care of the house, and,
very often, proving good advisers Id
the economic management of the men
and general conduct of the farm work.
The man who moves to Canada car
ríes with him a wonderful asset In a
good managing wife. Advertisement
Birds Use Their Brains.
The English thrush brings Its snails
to a certain convenient stone on which
It will crack their shells by beating
them upon It. Some sen birds carry

shellfish to a height and drop them on
the rock to break their shells.

GIRLS!

USE LEMONS
FOR SUNBURN, TAN

Try Itl Make this lemon lotion
to whiten your tanned or
freckled

akin..

Squeeze the Juice of two lemons Into a bottle containing three ounces of
Orchard White, shake well, and you
have a quarter pint of the best freckle,,
sunburn and tan lotion, and complex-Io- n
whltener, at very, very small cost.
Your grocer has the lemons and any
drug store or toilet counter will supply
three ounces of Orchard White for a
few cents. Massage this sweetly fragrant lotion Into the face, neck, arms
and hands and see how quickly the
freckles, sunburn, wlndburn and tan
disappear and how clear, soft and
Thl frock la In medieval effect and white the skin becomes. Yes I It is
Is built of green cloth and black satin, harmless. Adv.
which Is embroidered with white AnEnglish Words on Increase.
gora wool. There Is a band of white
The English vocabulary has 'grown
fox on the skirt, and a collar of this
to great size. The number of words
fox at the back of the blouse.
found in old English literature does
ready advancing the Idea in sport and not exceed 30,000; recent dictionaries
country costumes for bad days.
have listed more than 400.000.
Paris wore these coats all during
constant
rain
of
spring
the
because
the
Comfort Baby's Skin
and the fact that she was in the open When red, rough and itching with bot
more than ever before. They are of baths of Cutlcura Soap and touches of
seal and light brown, of dark blue and Cuticura Ointment This means Bleep
black, and they are fastened with for baby and rest for mother.
For
leather-covere- d
bottons. Usually there free samples address, "Cutlcura, Dept.
are pockets and a loose girdle cut X, Boston." At druggists and by mall.
from a strip of leather. This is not Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
fastened by a buckle, but In the
medieval manner of one end of the
Danger to OJibway Finger.
thong slipped over and over the other.
An OJibway Indlnn would not point
(Copyright, 1918, by the McClure Newspahis finger at the moon, as fair Luna
per Syndicate-would consider it a great Insult and
instantly bite off the offending mem8oft Pile Fabrics.
ber.
Very decorative silk or wool embroidery appears on coats of soft pile f
cannot
doctors
otherwise
When
hrics,
igree they call it heart failure.

trenches, passing through British comrades. 2 Cossack cavalry
1 American troops on their way to front-lin- e
force passing through Harbin on their way to East Siberia to fight the bolshevlkU 3
of the Semenoff-Orlof- f
MaJ. Gen. William R. Smith, one of the American commanders recently promoted by President Wilson.
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Two New

Pro-All-

Republics Are

y

Established

Part

in

Northern

of Russia.

PROBLEM OF AID UNSOLVED
to Succeed
and
French Conducting Successful Offensive Against the Austrian In Southern Albania.

Von Hintze,
Von
Kuehlmann

Italians

By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
"What shall we do to help Russia?"
was still the leading question for the
governments of the allied nations last
though they
Developments,
week.
were In the main favorable to the allied cause, had not greatly clarified the
situation. It seems apparent that Germany, too. Is In doubt as to what
course to pursue In the near East. Her
has
policy of terrorism and grab-al- l
not been working out well and has
In
the
even
complaint
caused bitter
relchstag.
The people of the Murman coast,
between Finland aud the White sea,
where there are large allied military
stores under guard of British and
American forces, have created the
White sea republic, and in the rest
of Arctic Russia, from the White sea
to Siberia, the republic of Wologda-czh- e
Both of
has been established.
n
and
these new states are
pro-all- y
and their people promise to
form uctlve forces against the Teutons if given aid. In western Siberia
the bolshevlkl have been defeated
again and are reported to have evacuated Irkutsk, and a provisional government for Siberia has been set up
This government
In Novonlcolncvsk.
has laid out a program that Includes
the liberation of Siberia from the bolshevlkl; the avoidance, if possible, of
universal sufforeign Intervention;
frage, distribution of the land among
the landless and other economic reforms. It intends to summon a constituent assembly and to restore law
and order. All this is being done under the protection of the2 army of
Czecho-Slovak- s
that has continued its
victorious campaign against the bolshevlkl and the German and Austrian
war prisoners who are aiding them.
Thus there appears to be forming
the established authority that has
been considered requisite for the extending of aid to the Russians, at least
But President Wilson
in Siberia.
wouhl not consent to the dispatch of
force
that would mean the
armed
an
weakening of the western front in Europe, and doubtless the other allied
Furtherleaders agreed with him.
more, Mr. Wilson especially is averse
policy
of nonthe
to departing from
interference in the Internal affairs of
a friendly nation. This does not mean
that the allies will abandon the plan
to send to Siberia supplies from America and a commission to extend help
of an industrial and economic nature.
there
Moreover, the Czecho-Slovak- s
are doing so valuable a work that the
entente powers Intend to give them
such moral and material support as
they may need, provided they stand
by their pledge to refrain from assuming permanent control over the country through which they are passing.
If a military force Is sent into Siberia it probably will be largely made
up of Japanese and Chinese.

German sources comes the
assertion that the soviet government
of Russia has declared it will ally
itself with Germany if an Anglo-Japaneexpedition Intervenes In Siberia.
No doubt Lenlne would commit himself to such a course, but It is a question whether be would be sustained
by any great numbers of Russians.
(

Germany's penetration of western
Russia and Finland has been accompanied by sucb brutalities that the
minority socialists In the relchstag
have been attacking the government's
Their leader. Hugo
policy strongly.
Haase, asserts that sines the Germans
tntereJ Finland 73,000 workmen have

been arrested and many of them. Including 50 socialist members of parliament, executed. Because of the numerous executions there, he said, the
town of Sveaborg has been renamed
Golgotha. Finland Is on the point of
starvation, despite its German friends,
and General Mannerheini, commander
of the Finnish army, asked Mr. Morris, American minister to Sweden,
what chance there was for Finland to
get food from the United States. Mr.
Morris told him plainly It was very
slim so long as Germany held the
country under her control. Ostensibly
as a measure to save food, the Finnish
government has ordered the expulsion
of all Jews.
When the news came of the assassination of Count von Mlrbach, German ambassador to Russia, In Moscow, at the Instigation of a group of
were
revolutionists,
there
social
many predictions
that the kaiser
would get revenge by sending a great
army to occupy the chief Russian
cities, and Indeed It was
stated In Berlin that such would be
his course. But after breaking off
diplomatic relations the chief Hun apparently thought better of it and a
mild statement was Issued hoping
"that the Russian government and people will succeed In nipping the present revolutionary agitation In the
bud." It Is not easy to see how Germany would gain much by further
grabbing In distracted and starving
Russia.
party triumphed
The
over its opponents and forced the
resignation of Foreign Minister von
Kuehlmann because of his "peace Impossible by force" speech, and then
proceeded to pick Admiral von Hintze,
the trickiest and most disreputable of
Teuton diplomats, as his successor.
Great excitement In the relchstag resulted and the socialists agreed not to
vote the war credit, which could not
be passed without their aid, until the
new minister had announced his policies. Von Hintze is a swashbuckling
militarist and the creature of Admiral
von Ttrpltz. As minister to China he
disgraced himself, and as minister to
Mexico he deliberately stirred up a
row between Huerta and Carranza in
order to embroil the United States.
The French press accepts the selection of Von Hintze as evidence that
the militarists In Germany are stronger than the diplomats and are determined upon a war to the finish. They
believe he will do the
much more harm than good.

m

Military operations

of prime impor-

tance last week were confined to

Al-

bania, a field of which little has been
There the
heard for a long time.
Italians and French got very busy and,
with the aid of British naval forces
In the Adriatic, started an offensive
that met with considerable success
and is still progressing as this is written.
Within a few days the allied
forces had advanced more than twea-ty-flv- e
miles on a battle front sixty
miles long, bad captured Fieri, an Important town eight miles from the
Adriatic, and had practically surrounded Berat, the chief city of southern Albania. They also had occupied
mountain positions of great strategic
value. Before the week closed the
Austrian had evacuated Berat
This Albanian offensive was counted
on to have great political effect, esAustria-Hungar- y
and
in
pecially
among the small nations of the Balkans. Already it had caused evident
uneasiness among the forces of the
central powers that face the allies
In
from the Adriatic to Salonlkl.
Macedonia they made several costly
and vain attacks on the allies. The
apparent objective of the allies in Albania Is the Shkumbl valley and the
old Roman road, the Via Egnatla,
leading to the Vardar valley and opening the way to a movement toward the
east that would outflank the enemy
north of Monastlr.
If the Austrian are decisively defeated In this region the kaiser may
force them to accept Von Below as
their generalissimo, despite their protests. The efforts to Germanize the
Anstrlan general headquarters
have
stirred up tne already angry people
of the dual kingdom. Another row
there has been caused by more o less
open assertions that Empress Zita
ruined the offensive on Italy by preventing the ose of gas and otherwise
hampering the commanders.
A but

scandal resulted, and extremists In
Vienna are asserting that both the
emperor and the empress should be
literally sequestered and made to take
orders from Berlin. Hungary, too. Is
furious at Austria because the Hungarian regiments were forced to bear
the brunt of the attack in Italy and
In some cases were practically wiped
out.
There were no major operations on
the Italian front last week, but the
unceasingly
harassed
the
enemy by raids and sorties and In the
mountain region Improved their own
positions considerably. The American
aviators on that front kept up their
excellent work.
On the western front there was an
ominous silence on the part of the
Huns. The usual 40 days needed by
them to organize a new drive had
nearly expired, but still they did not
start. However, abnormal activity was
observed behind their lines, especially
In the regions where the Americans
are stationed. On Teusday the French
undertook the first considerable Infantry operation In many days and,
with the aid of tanks, advanced more
than a mile on a front of two and a
half miles northwest of Compiegne.
Prisoners and gun? were captured and
positions occupied that serve to protect the Important railway Junction at
Estrees-S- t
Denis. General Petaln also
took Important ground east of the
Rets forest on the Marne front. There
were many raids by all the allied
forces during the week, and some artillery activity beyond the ordinary in
the British sectors.

Italians

Si-- Such

splendid work is being done by
the air forces of the allies on the west
front that military observers now assert the superiority in the air now unquestionably rests with them. The
British flyers have engaged In a number of extraordinary exploits, and the
French and Americans are keeping up
their end of It most satisfactorily. On
Wednesday a squadron of American
scout planes flew back of the German
Unes In the Chateau Thierry region
for 50 miles, obtaining valuable information and all returning safely.
Colonel Roosevelt was elated by the
news that his youngest son, Lieut
Quentln Roosevelt had downed his
first Hun plane. Bombing raids on
German cities by the allied airmen are
increasing In frequency and effectiveness.
sa-

ín preparation for the next big drive

Hlndenburg called for a million
more men, to be taken from the factories, their places being filled by prisoners and foreigners, and, contrary to
agreements, by exchanged prisoners of
war. Recruits of sixteen, seventeen
and eighteen years are being called,
and everything Indicates that the supreme command Is straining every
nerve to end the war this year. To
encourage the troops there has been
a systematic campaign to mislead
them as to America's participation In
the war. The people now refuse to
believe we are taking an active part
In the conflict or that there are more
than a few thousands of our men in
France.
Von

1st

There have been many stories of
the declining morale of the German
troops, due partly to the prevalence
of Spanish Influenza, but it would be
foolish to grow optimistic over these
reports. The enemy is still strong and
can produce an amazing number of
men, and confidence in our victory
must be based on our growing strength
rather than on his growing weakness.
The stream of "Americans across the
Atlantic continues, although it may be
they are not being sent so rapidly Just
now as in recent months. The war
department recently decided that all
men of the new drafts should be given
six months' training on this side.
1st

The senate gave a big boost to the
America by
plan for a bone-dr- y
voting in favor of the prohibition
rider to the agricultural extension
bill. It went on record first by reversing the ruling of the chair, that
the amendment is general legislation
and therefore barred from an appropriation measure. The wets admitted
their defeat since the move for war
prohibition originated in the lower
house, and relied on the president to
veto the bill on the ground that the
workera in vlUl war industries should
not be deprived of alcoholic beverages.

Estancia

Closing Out Sale.

News-Heral- d

New furniture going at a great
bargain. Come in. Valley Furniture Co.
The Red Cross is working
Ruto red as second cIabb matter Janatry 11,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
1907, to the pos totti oí at Kstanoia, N. M. under steadily
a
quite
day,
and
each
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
cue Aot or uougresi or Maroü s, uwf.
bit is being accomplished. The
PUBLIC LAND SALE
TORRANCE COUNTY
very small, however,
Subscription $i.60 per year In advance crowds are
of the Commissioner of Public
It has Office
and must be increased.
Lands,
come to the place that it is not
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
For Sale.
how much we want to do, it is
Notice is hereby given that pursuant
we HAVE to do. The to the provisions of an Act of Congress
much
how
house, centrally lo- demand is so great that Denver approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of
One
cated, cellar, cow shed, feed now apportions each chapter the State of New Mexico, and rules
regulations of the State Land Ofroom, laundry room, car shed just how much we must get done and
fice, the Commissioner of Pulbic Lands
deeD well, screened porches, one each month.
By the first of will offer at public sale to the highest
year's insurance and abstract of September we e requested to bidder at 9 o'clock a. ra. on Wednes
October 23rd, 1918, in the town of
title, a bargain. Also one
send to Denver 295 pairs of day,
Estancia, County of Torrance, State
er gasoline stove, only used one socks. We are asked to knit six of
New Mexico, in front of the court
season, baking oven never used. pairs of socks for every knitted house therein, the following described
For particulars apply to Julian article.
tracts of land, viz.:
Sale WO. 1275 SX NEtf, SWM
Salas.
We are soon to be in our new SWM,
EX SWM. SEM, Sec. ; All of
they
room,
are
work
and
going
yearling
two
Sec. 16; EÍS
and
For Sale,
SWM NEM. SEM,
closed
so
keep
17;
front
to
doors
Sec.
the
EX, Sec. 20; All of Sections
Bulls.---The
year-olHereford
21, 28; EX. Sec. 29; SWM. Sec. 80;
clean
room
and
keep
to
the
as
N,
Capitán,
Company,
Titsworth
NX. Sec 31; NX, EH SWM. NWM
in a sanitary condition.
I he SWM.
M.
11
SEM, Sec. 33; T.
supervisors ana tne omcers 01 E , containing 4278.05 acres. 5N.E.
The imwho know the great provements consist of well, windmill,
chapter
the
DIRECTORY
PROFESSIONAL
and fencing,
value
demand beg that the women tank, corrals,
turn out. Is there a woman in $3000.00.
No. 1276-Sale
35; T. 6 N.,
Sec.
Santa Fe, N. M. the town who is childless that R. 13 E., containing 320.00 acres.
Estancia, N. M.
cannot give at the very least one There are no improvements on this
EDWARD P. DA VIES
afternoon a week? If you cannot tract.
Sale No. 1277 SEM SWM. SEM.
N. D. MEYER
come to the work room, won't
Sec. 34; SWM. See. 35; T. 9 N R. 7
ATTORNEYS HT LHW you knit? When you knit you t., containing
360 00 acres.
The imknitting for the chair provements consist of house, barn, and
s are not
Estancia o (Tí ce in Farmers and
man of the work room or the fencing, value $585.00.
Bank Building.
EXWX, SWi
knitting
supervisor you are Sale No. 1278-wí, sec. i; jnjí, í4 swm, sswm14
knitting for the Red Cross and SWM.
Dr. A. W. ROBERTS
SH SEM, Sec. 2; T. 5 N., R.
From Tahoka, Tex.
for our soldier boys.
E. All of Sections 35, 36, T. 6 N R.
Several of the town women 14 E., containing 2336.60 acres. The
Veterinary Surgeon come
improvements
consist of fencing, value
to the work room occasion
Estancia, N. M.
ally, but there is absolutely the 810000.
No bid on the above described tracts
Let me save your stock. Calls answer-dafaithful few who do most of of land will be accepted for less than
or night. Phone 35.
When Denver says THREE DOLLARS f3.00) per acre,
the work.
we are to furnish so much which is the appraised value thereof
Torrance County Abstract Co. that
in addition thereto the successful
and we are absolutely expected and
bidder nust pay for the improvements
A. R. POOL, Manager
to do this, what are we going to that exist on the land.
1278 A. All of Sec. 16; T.
N. MEX. do? This will never be accom 5 Sale No.
ESTANCIA.
N. R. 14 E., containing 640.00 acres.
Fifteen years experience as an Ab plished unless the women of Es The improvements consist of fencing,
Btracter. See us before placing Vur tancia come to the front.
No bid on the above
value $400.00.
orders. Satisfaction guaranteed.
The work room is to be opened described tract of land will be accepted
every afternoon, so for the sake for lesB than $10.00 per acre.
D. S. KING
Sale No. 1279 N, SEM, NX SWM,
of humanity plan to attend one
SWM, Sec. 32; T. 3. N., R. 14
afternoon each week at the very SEM
E., containing 600.00 acres. There are
County Surveyor
least, and more if you can, no improvements on this tract. No
Agrimensor de Condado
Monday afternoon Mrs. Sher- bid on the above described tract of
wood hold3 open; Tuesday, Mrs land will be accepted for less than
Mcintosh, N. M.
per acre.
Garvin; Wednesday, Woman's $10.00
Each of the above described tracts
Club; Thursday, Baptist Ladies' will be offered for sale separately.
The above sale of land will be subAid; Friday, M. E.. Ladies' Aid.
C. J. Amble
Saturday will be open but as yet ject to the :following terms and conviz
Physician and Surgeon
no person has offered to take ditions,
The successful bidder must pay to
Office practice and consultation.
Treating charge on that day, and any the Commissioner of Public Lands or
of Eyes and Fitting of (ríateos a Specialty.
lady of Estancia who feels that bis agent holding such sale,
Office at Drug Store
of the price offered by him for
she can, will please notify Mrs
MOUNTAIN AIR, N. U.
adland,
per cent
i.

Publlshed'every Thursday
A. CONSTANT.Editorand Owner.

a--

SX.

Stock-man-

EX.

y

the

Coombs.

FRED H. AYERS
Utorney and Coonselor at Law
Office honre 9 :30 a m to

4

:30p m

NEW MEXICO

ESTANCIA.

Another important item is this,
please make or buy yourself an
apron and cap. It is very essen
tial. And as the chapter of Torrance county we are asked to
put forth every effort to carry
out Denver's orders and be an
example to the branches.
Portland Cement
sack at the Equity.

C. B. Ewlng

NOTICE

DENTIST

$1.15

per

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Office hours 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
July 15. 1918.
Notice is hereby given that George
Office in Ayera building
C. Merrifleld. of Estancia, New Mexi
co, who, on Sept. 7, 1915, and Decem
W. DRAYTON WASSON
ber 26. 1916, made homestead entries,
Nos. 023566 and (9013, for n
nwM
Section 24,
seM nwM. ne'4 nwM,
Attorney at Law
Township 1 north. Range 7 east, N. M
Meridian, has filed notice ofinten
Wi practice in all Courts of New Mexico P.
Proof, to
tion to make final three-yea- r
establish
claim to the land above de
ESTANCIA
NEW MEX.
scribed, before Neal Jenson, U. S.
Commissioner, at Estancia, New MexAlso V on right hip, ico, on September 6, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
cross on right shoulder, XX on left hip.
C. M Milbourn. William H Chandler.
Ranee 6 miles north Elmer Chandler, W. S. Buckner, all of
1 mile west of Lucy.
Estancia, New Mexico.
E8TANCIA

NEW MEX.

U. S. Land

11

Notify Mrs. S. A.
Edmonds &. Sons.
Lucy, N. M., of any cattle with above
brands strayed from range.

FRANCISCO
FP718LP8 15

DELGADO,

CHAMBERLAIN'S

Raymond T. Sanchez
General Merchandise
Wagon Yard
All Kinds of Feed

Land for Sale

Chilili,

N. M.

ESTANCIA LODGE NO. 28
I. O. O. F.
Meets every Wednesday night over
Farmers and Stock mens Bank.
All
Odd Fellows cordially invited to attend.
C W. Archer, Sec. N. D. Strong, N. G.

Ghas, Sawey

Agent for

CONTINENTAL OILS

HNI) GAS
ESTANCIA

LUMBER

COMPANY
UNDERTAKERS AND
LICENSED
ENBALMERS
Calls answered day or night

Register.

TABLETS.

.

four
interest in
vance for the balance of such purchase
price, fees for advertising
and appraisement and all costs incidental to
the sale herein, each and all of said
amounts must be deposited in cash or
certified exchange at the time of sale
and which said amounts and all of
them are subject to forfeiture to the
State of New Mexico, if the successful
bidder does not execute a contract
within thirty days after it has been
mailed to him by the State Land Office, said contract to provide' that the
purchaser may at his option make pay
of
ments of not less than
ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the purchase
price at any time after the sale and
prior to the expiration of thirty years
from date of the contract, and to provide for the payment of any unpaid
balance at the expiration of thirty
years from the date of the contract
with interest on deferred payments at
tne rate or tour per cent per annum
payable in advance on the anniversary
of the date of contract, partial pay
ments to be credited on the anniversary
of thedate of the contiact next following
tne date of tender.
The above sale of land will be sub
ject to valid existing rights, easements,
rights-of-waand reservations.
The Commissioner of Public Lands
or his agent holding such sale reserves
the right to reiect any and all bids of
fered at said sale. Possession under
contracts of sale for the above de
scribed tracts will be given on signing
of the contracts.
Witness my hand and the official seal
of the State Land Office of the State
of New Mexico, this 10th day of July,
1918.

These tableas are intended especially
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
for stomach troubles, biliousness and
Commissioner of Public Lands,
constipation. If you have any troubles
State of New Mexico
of this sort, give them a trial and First Publication, July 18, 1918.
realize for yourself what a first class Last Publication,
September 19, 1918.
They only
medicine will do for you
Lists
aav
cost a quarter.
RESTORATION
TO ENTRY OF
4226,-4227.
LANDS IN NATIONAL FOREST
Lists
hereby
given
Notice
that the lands
is
ENTRY
OF
RES f ORATION TO
described below, embracing 560 acres,
LANDS IN NATIONAL FOREST.
Notice is hereby given that the lands within the Manzano National ForeBt,
described below, embracing 4811 acres New Mexico, will be subject to settle
within the Manzano National Forest, ment and entry under the provisions of
laws of the United
New Mexico, will be subject to settle- the homestead
ment and entry under the provisions of States and the act of June II, 1906 (34
the homestead laws of the United Stat . 233), at the United States land
States and the act of June 11, 1906, office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
(34 Stat., 233), at the United States August 24. 1918. Any settler who was
land office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, actually and in good faith claiming any
on August 24, 1918. Any settler who of said lands for agricultural purposes
was actually and in good faith claiming prior to January 1, 1906, and has
any of said lands for - agricultural pur- not abandoned same, has a preference
poses prior to January 1, 1906, and has right to make a homestead entry for
not abandoned same, has a preference the lands actually occupied. Said lands
right to make a homestead entry for were listed upon the applications of the
the lands actually occupied.
Said persons mentioned below, who have a
lands were listed upon the applications preference right subject to the prior
of the persons mentiontd below, who right of any such settler, provided such
have a preference right subject to the settler or applicant is qualified to make
prior right of any such settler, provid homestead entry and the preference
ed Ruch settler or applicant is qualified right is exercised prior to August 24,
to make homestead entry and the 1918. on which date the lands will be
preference rieht is exercised prior to subject to settlement and entry by any
August 24, 1918, on which date the qualified person. The SX NEM' Sec,
lands will be subject to settlement and 8T. 2N, R. 7E., N. M. P.M. 80
entry by any qualified person The acres, application of G. R. Adams,
NEM Sec. 29, T. 2 N-- , R. 7 E., N. M. Mountainair, New Mexico; Liat
P. M. 160 acres, application
of M. A. The HEM Sec. 8, T. 2 N., R. 7 E , 16n
Hatchett, Mountainair, New Mexico; acres, application of Miss Pearl BaldList
The NX NWM Sec. 17, the win, Mountainair, New Mexico; List
NX NE'4 Sec. 18, T. 2 N , R. 7 K., 160
The SH NEM. the SH NWM
acres, application of Robert Akins, Sec. 9, T. 2 N , It 7 E
160 acres, apMountainair, New Mexico; List 3 4226. plication of R L. Storey, Mountainair,
The NEM Sec 28, T. 2 N., R. 7. E., New Mexico; List
The SEM
160 acres, application of J. A. Deuson, Sec. 29, T. 2 N.. R. 7 E., 160 acres, apMountainair, New Mexico; List 3 4227. plication of W- - T. Richardson, MounJune lit, 1918.. C. M. BRUCE, Assist- tainair, New Mexico; List 3 4224. June
ant Conamiasioner of the General Land 19, 1918. C. M. Bruce, Assistant ComOffice.
missioner of the General Land Office.

Lists

RESTORATION
TO ENTRY OF
LANDS IN NATIONAL FOREST.
Notice is hereby given that the lands
aescrioea oeiow, emDracing iziso acreB,
within the Manzano National Forest,
New Mexico, will be subject to settle
ment and entry under the previsions of
the homestead laws of the United
States and the act of June 11, 1906 (34
Stat. 233), at the United States land
office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
August 24, 1918. Any settler who was
actually and in good faith claiming any
of said lands for agricultural purposes
prior to January 1, 1906. and has not
abandoned same, has a preference right
to mane a nomesceaa entry tor tne
lands actually occupied. Said lands
were listed upon the applications of the
persons mentioned below, who have a
preference right subject to the prior
ngnc 01 any sucn settler, provided such
settler or applicant is qualified to make
homestead entry and the preference
right is exercised prior to August 24,
1918, on which date the lands will be
subject to settlement and entry by any
qualified person. The'WXNWMSEM
SWM. the NX SWM SWM Sec. 26,
the NEM SEX SEM Sec. 27, T. 7 N.,
R. 6 E.,
acres, application of Benses
Sanchez, Tajique, New Mexico; List
The SWM Sec. 20, 2 T. N., R 7
E., 160 acres, application of Bob Hubbard, Mountainair,
New Mexico; List
The SEM Sec. 88, T. 2 N., R. 7
E., 160 acres, application of Cecil E.
Bigelow, Mountainair,
New Mexico;
List
The SH SWM Sec. 17;
the NWM Sec. 20; the SWM. NWK
Sec. 28; the NWM Sec. 29, the NEM
Sec. 32. T. 2. N.. It. 7 E.. 880 acres.
listed without applicant; List 3 4244.
June 19, 1918. C. M. Bruce, Assistant
Commissionerof the General Land Office.
7
LAME

SHOULDER.

This ailment is usually caused by rheumatism of the muscles.
All that is
needed is absolute rest and a few applications of Chamberlain's Liniment.
Try it.
adv

Lists

RESTORATION
TO ENTRY OF
LANDS IN NATIONAL FOREST.
Notice is hereby given that the lands
described below, embracing 640 acres,
within the Manzano National Forest,
New Mexico, will be subject to settlement and entry under the provisions of
the homestead laws of the . United
States and the act of June 11, 1906, (34
Stat., 233), at the United States land
office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
August 24, 1918. Any settler who was
actually and in good faith claiming any
of said lands for agricultural purposes
prior to January 1, 1906, and has not
abandoned same, has a preference right
to make a homestead entry for the
lands actually occupied. Said lands
were listed upon the applications of the
persons mentioned below, who have a
preference right subject to the prior
right of any such settler, provided such
settler or applicant is qualified to make
homestead entry and the preference
right is exercised prior to August 24,
1918, on which date the lands will be
subject to settlement and entry by anv
qualified person. The EH SWM. the
EH NWM Sec. 10, T. 2 N., R. 7 E., N.
M. P. M., 160 acres, application of
Frank Thomas, Mountainair, New Mexico; List 3 4217. The W, NEM. the
W'X SEM Sec. 10, T. 2 Ñ., R. 7 E., 160
of T. J. Davis,
acres,
application
Mountainair, New Mexico; List 3 4218.
The EH SEM. the SWM SEM, the
SEM SWM Sec. 3, T. 2 N., R. 7 E
160 acres, application
of W. r. Med
ley, Mountainair, New Mexico; List
The SEM Sec. 20, T. 2 N., R. 7
E., 160 acres, application of B. E. Rob
inson, Mountainair, New Mexico; List
3 4220.
June 19, 1918. C. M. Bruce,
Assistant Commissioner of the General
Land Office.

Lists

4216.

RESTORATION
TO ENTRY OF
LANDS IN NATIONAL FOREST. -Notice is hereby given that the lands
described below, embracing G40 acres,
within the Manzano National Forest,
New Mexico, will be subject to settlement and entry under the provisions of
the homestead laws of the United
States and the act of June 11, 1906, (34
Stat., 233), at the United States land
office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
August 21, 1918. Any settler who was
actually and in good faith claiming
any of said lands for agricultural purposes prior to January 1, 1906, and has
not abandoned same, has a preference
right to make a homestead entry for
the lands actually occupied. Said land

were listed upon the applications of the
persons mentioned below, who have a
preference right subject to the prior
right of any such settler, provided such
settler or applicant is qualified to make
homestead entry and the preference
right is exercised prior to August 24,
1918, on which date the lands will be
suhject to settlement and entry by any
qualified person. The NEM Sec. 20, T.
2 N., R. 7 E., N. M. P. M , 160 acres,
applieation of L. L. Ladd, Mountainair,
The NEM
New Mexico; List
Sec. 17, T. 2 N., R. 7 E., 160 acres, application of W. N. Storey, Mountainair,
The SEM
New Mexico; List
Sec. 17, T. 2 N. R. 7 E., 160 acres, application of Casy Robinson, MountainThe EX
air, New Mexico; List
NEM. the EH SEM Sec 10, T. 2 N.,
R. 7 E., 160 acres, application of M. D.
Wilder, Mountainair, New Mexico; List
June 19, 1918. C. M. Bruce,
Assistant Commissioner of the General
Land office.

.

THE

JOY

Of

LIVING.

To enjoy life we must have good
No one can reasonably hope
health.
to get much real pleasure out of life
when his bowels are clogged a good
share of the time and the poisions that
should be expelled are absorbed into
the syBtern, producing headache Mid
A few doses of Chamberindigestion.
lain's Tablets will move the bowels,
strengthen the digestion and give you
a chance to realize the real joy of livadv
ing. Try it.

flSflFEJEST
For those who are in need of a remedy for kidney troubles and backache,
it is a good plan to try Doan'i Kidney
They are strongly recommendPills.
ed by people of this locality.
Wm. H. Probert, Sr., bridge carpenter, 1215 S. High St., P. O. Box, No.
N. Méx.,
200, Albuquerque,
ssys:
"Bridge building requires much heavy
lifting and working in stooped positions. That brought on kidney trouble
and pains in my back and shoulders,
causing me no end of misety.
I could
not stoop or get up quickly because
and
rheumatic twinges
of the lameness
in my back. Doan's Kidney Pills gave,
me such excellent relief in a few days
I continued taking them - until rid of
the attack. I wouldn't think of taking
any other kidney medicine than Doan's
Kidney Pills, for I have tried many
others and I know that Doan's are the
best."

Price 60c, at all dealers.
Don't
simply ask for a kidney remedy get
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
Foster-Mil-bur- n
Mr. Probert, Sr., had.
Co. Mfgrs-- , Buffallo, N. Y. adv

DIVIDEND NO. 22

The Estancia Savings Bank, at a recent meeting of its Board
of Directors, declared a dividend of ten per cent on its capital
and surplus to be paid to its stockholders, thus keeping up its
record as a safe, progressive and paying institution.
It is a' pleasure to, the management of this bank to call
especial attention to its published statement which tells of the
It is
constant growth and increasing strength of its business.
well for you, Mr. Depositor or Mr. Borrower! to identify yourself
with a strong, progressive and paying bank. .This bank cares for
its customers and when you identify yourself with this business
you are lining up with a bank that is a success and that will so
safeguard your interests and handle your business as to make
your association profitable. .
We again call attention to our
RESOURCES
CONDENSED STATEMENT, JULY 29, 1918.
Loans and Discounts
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
- - Other Real Estate
Government Bonds
Cash and Sight Exchange
"

-

$185,583.66
9,712.32
502.86
2,042.61
37,023.08
$234,864.53

LIABILITIES

.
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits
Deposits

,

.

$ 25,000.00
11,013.13
198,851.40

--

-

-

-

$234,864 53

The condition shown by this statement is not the result of
idle theories but practical business results and speaks for itself.
We solicit your business. .

ESTHNem SAYINGS BANK
STRENGTH

SERVICE

We have combined Capital and Surplus $35,000.00,
rance County. We are a member of the

the largest in

Tor-

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
Which gives to ourselves and our CUSTOMERS that sound and secure
feeling, so much desired during these abnormal months. You are contributing to the success of the Great United States Banking System,
when you bank with us.
MOUNTAINAIR STATE BANK.
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE

Protect Your House
From the hot weather, and call

D.W. T0TH,

pjííer

Autos, Sign and Piano Painting
A SPECIALTY

Farmers and Stockmens
Equity Exchange
Are prepared to get you anything under the
We carry a complete line of Groceries
and Feed, and have a large consignment of
Dry Goods, Shoes and Hardware, also 1 car of
Barbed Wire, and 3 cars coal on the road. .
sun.

Flour, Feed, Cement
We have but one price to all, and
and let live price. We solicit your
that
patronage. One trial will convince the most
skeptical that this company is
in stock.

is a live

ON THE SQUARE

i r vv
unarm. vira i ,arr n
clubs,
and her daughter, all' of Lucy. Albuquerque.
...
.
L-

tives here.

Supplement to Estancia
Notice to Registrants
all Local Boards, "'
Subject: Men OUvea Temporary Deformen t.
tfoutlemna t
The time has come when all men in Clase 1
must be called to the colore regardless of local
conditions. To defer their call would have the
effect of triTiiig them deferred classification. It
6 my impression that we will be called upon in
August to fnrnitth every Claen 1 man in the
uta to. I would therefore Bueet that yon send
Alert Carda to every Clan 1 man whom yon
advieing
have KÍv)Q temporary deferment,
thorn tli at- ame is oaucellnd and that they will
in all probability be called to the colora next
Yours truly,
month.
' R C. REI D, CAPT. U. 8. H.
Dated at Santa Fe, N. M , July 11 , 191,
To

AVISO

lel

Ejecutivio.
i
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
A Todos Ijor (Cuerpos
'
Locales.
Concedida A
Asunto: Tregua Temporaria
Algunos Hombros :
El tiempo ne ha llegado en que
todoe los hombres de Ih Clase I deveran ser
llamados ni servicio irrespecto de condiciones
locales, el deferir su llamada mas tiempo
ternilla el ofeotode olasilicaclon deferida, estoy
bjo la impresión que on simes de Agosto
eremos ordenados de llamar a todos los
bre en la Clase 1 del estado. Por lo tanto
f.iKÜ'ro que manden tarjetas atertas a todos
que están eu Clase 1 y a
loe enregistrados
iiuoauos se Ihs he dado un tregua temporal ia
avisándoles que la misma esta cancelada y que
ea toda probabilidad serán llamados al servicio
oo ul mes proximo,
Reupoctuosamente,
K. O. REID, CAPT. U. S. R.
Fechado en Santa Fe, N. M Julio 11, 15US,
Oficina

PLEASANTVIE.W

Í
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Special Correspondence.
A. G. Parker from near Punta was
in this section Monday.
The Everett brothers from near Estancia were in the onell home Tuesday.
Ross Johnson and family visited
East Mesa Sunday,
- Messrs,
R L. Shaw, Robinson and
Don Jones had business in Estancia
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs-.- Snell made u business
trip to Estancia this week,
Mr. Beigle,
(the Ualeigh man) for'
merly of Socorro but now of Mountain-air- ,
was displaying his goods in this
s ctiun this week, doing a "good .business at Broncho.
Mr. and Mrs. Early hear from their
Mrs. ' Leo
sin Jess at Mare Island.
nard received a letter fron her son Lee
at New York
formerly
of this
Hobert Custer,
place, but just from Arizona, is movhishomestead
ing back to
and is
- old
putting up a neat little hou-- .
Bill Morris is sporting a naw Dirt,
with his lady by his sidt.
A deal has been perfected between
B. Snell and Mr. McAcherin, and Mr.
We
. nell will seek , a new location.
regret losing this amiable family and
boon
a
to
be
they
will
whatever
trust
locality they move as they were in this
during their short stay, and welcome
Mr. McAcherin and family as most of
us hve learned to regard them very
highly.
The Red Cross entertainment Saturday night was a success. This community was present, besides visitors
from several neighboring communities.
The coffee, sandwiches and pie were
delicious. B. Snell was the sneaker of
The
the evening on Red Cross work.
receipts were $20 6V. Each paid a
penny a foot for his height, which
National
caused much merriment.
hymns were sung, which made us feel
good to be present.

f coin CAfCiicinnr
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d,

The ladies are very busy in their
work of knitting, having finished several pairs of socka. and hope to do
We wish
sweater work in connection.
to thank all who contributed in this
work.
Bro. Perkins was present at his appointment Sunday, but owing to the
business of the Sunday school the time
for his sermon was delayed, but he
gave us a very encouraging talk. We
are studying the Acts this month.
The Sunday school will have a service
flag, which will- - be displayed in the
school room, placing a blue star for
each one of our hoys at the front.
The Sunday school will picnic next
Sunday, the 21st, near Punta. Everybody who can will meet at the school
house promptly at 8:30. and go ftom
there to the grounds, where an enjoyLast but not
able time awaits us.
least, each bring his bible, song book
and quarterly and have Sunday school
at the regular hour. Subject for the
day's lesson "Praying to God " Uome.
Sunday school officers were installed
for the ensuing year, as follows, with
the exception of B. Snell, who will
tender his resignation when he leaves
the community. B. Snell, superintendent; C J. Early, assistant superintendent; Miss Kenton, secretary-treasureMrs. Lester, organist; Mrs. Walpole,
assistant organist; Bible class, fi.J.
Early; Senior clans, V. B. Manning;
Clark;
Junior class, Miss. Isabelle
Primary, Mrs Cook
The Sunday school contributed $4 43
to the orphanxge a d hospital at Albuquerque, of which Dr. C. E. Lukens is
superintendent.
The second Sunday in
each month we will contribute to this

charitable institution.

N12AV

which will one road

HOME

Special Correspondence.

confined to her bed since
the first of July. Dr. Ottosen of
Willard was called Saturday and
she is somewhat better.
Reed Dean and Boyd Bros,
shipped some cattle Sunday.
Burr Brown will be in charge of
one car and will probably stay a

been

while.

FRONTIER

Special Correspondence.
Last week's items.

As I have seen nothing from
this place for some time I will
write a bit.
Our Singing Convention which
was held at Moriarty the fourth
Sunday fn June was a perfect
way.
success in every
Our
president Mr. Jackson, who is
in the army service, was not
there, so B. E. Timmons, vice
president, conducted the conThe next convention
vention.
will be held at Otto.
B. F. Timmons of Moriarty
was with home folks Saturday
night and Sunday.
Mr. Fix of Mcintosh was at
church Sunday and took dinner
with Mr and Mrs. Gates.
Mr. Hibner dined with Mr.
Sewell Sunday.
B. E. Timmons "and family,
Harold Merrifield and wife took
dinner at the home of Mr- and
Mrs. Spencer.
Rev. J. A. Scoggins and Rev.
Richards held a meeting at this
place last week, which closed
Sunday afternoon with twenty
added to the church. So you see
the meeting was a perfect success in every way.
Frontier is one of the best
We
communities in the valley.
have Sunday school every Sunday morning, singing most every
Sunday afternoon.
We organized a Red Cross a
short time ago and have about
sixty members. We are doing
all we can to. help win the war.

A light shower fell Monday.
Preaching at New Home Sunday and Sunday night was well
attended
Dimple Nidey spent Saturday
'night with Virga Sloan.
Some of the young people
from this place attended a party
at Mr. Barron's Saturday night.
Verdie Smith visited Inez
Rucker part of last week.
Prayer meeting was at Mr.
Wingfield's Wednpsday night.
has reBrother Threadgill
turned and we are glad to have
him with us again. '
Inez Rucker and Virga Sloan
VVILLAKD
spent Sunday "with . Dimple From the Record
Nidey.
Harry Brocaw and family are
Joe and Marvin McKinley re- leaving today for Portland, Ore ,
turned from a trapping expedi- where the Mrs. and the little one
tion Tuesday.
intend to make their home while
Harry is serving his country asa
LUCY
soldier.
Special Correspondence.
Mrs. Mary A. Perrin and her
Mr. Patterson is slowly im- mother, Mrs. Polk,
have reproving, and his friends expect turned here from Albuquerque
to see him out soon,
and will make their home here
Miss Audie Vestal is on the for the present.
Mrs. Perrin
sick list this week.
has held the position as matron
M.
C. A. in Albuquerr
Mrs. J. W. Walker, who has. at the Y.
not been well for some time, has que for some time.

rytng uorurs .

'jefs.

Ss?

to get much real pleaeure out of life Kidney Tills, fori have tried
29; SWy, Sec. 80; the NEy SEJí SEy Sec. 27, T. 7 N
EJÍ SWjí, NWK B. 6E., So aerea, application ot Benseá "hen hi.a..wel8 are clogged a good others and I know that Doan's
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PROGRESSO

K. H, Harelected superintendent
of our to be drafted soon'.
Sunday school for another year. per has charge of the postoffice
Oren Markel has heard noth- until an appointment is made.
. Indications are good for a rain
ing of his fine pair of mules
and we sure do need it.
M J. White from Amarillo, that were stolen nearly a month FromMOUNTAINAIR
the Independent.
Texas, has been visiting his fam- ago.
On last Saturday afternoon the
Mrs. M. A. Rhoades has re local bean growers met at the
ily here the past ten days.
Several of our people diried out turned from Santa Rita, where achool house in resrmnsA to n call
Sunday.
Among them were H. she spent two months with her 0f Count- y- Agent R. L. Strong,
G. Stafey and wife,
Mrs. N. A. daughter, Mrs. Wimsat.
to form a local organization to
We, understand tha$ Miss Es- - work with the state organization
Jones and children with B. E.
Piggott and family; Mrs. S. ther McCollough has been em- - perfected last month at Albu- DeVaney and children with Ar- ployed to teach the Chapman querque. Mr. Strong was made
thur Sheehan and wife; Howard school the ensuing terrrr
temporary chairman and W. F.
Payne and family with C. M.' Mr. Cotton and wife left a Martin temporary
secretary,
Pearce and wife; M. J. White week ago for Oklahoma to re- - After the
had been read
He intends coming back and discussed, they were adopted
and family with Guy Beedle and side.
next fall to operate his bean
family.
G C Mulkey lost a good cow thresher.
A board of directors
enrolled
A good many farmers have a was chosen and at the directors
this week.
B. E Piggottmadea business very poor stand of beans on ac meeting the following officers
count of the drouth.
trip to Estancia Monday.
WPrA flplpptpd'
J T. JnhnaArv
Mr. Vining has had a well put president; J. H. Cumiford, vicé
Arthur Sheehan and wife visited his father, Jack Hurst, and down bri his premises.
president; W. B. Hoyland, sec
A. R. Dressier intends to sow retary-treasurfamily near Willard Monday.
pro tem. The
Glenn Mulkey went back to buckwheat this week. Like mil- next meeting will be held the
let, it is a quick maturing crop. first Saturday in August..
his work in Estancia Monday.
Rev. Williams is conducting a
At a picnic on the Mesa the
CENTER VALLEY series of meetings at Mt. Cal- Fourth,
a half dozen of those atSpecial Correspondence.
, .
vary this week.
tending were more or less
Our Sunday school is growing
poisoned by eating food
MORIARTY
small on account of so many
which had been "doctored." All
moving away to work. Hope From the Moriarty Messenger;
remained
the Harris home,
what few are left will keep the Arie Muilenburg and Hiram where theyat received treatment
Williams have traded places.
good work going on.
from a Willard physician, until
We are needing rain badly in loS
morning, whéñ they
n?i! 03 Saturday
of catt e to
this section of the country.
nh?,tn go to their homes.
Mr. Ambrose and son left were
Little Floyd Hawkins is unable
Among the sick were: Harry
to walk on account of rheuma- Wednesday for Arkansas in their Bass, Miss
Cauley, Miss Gott,
Ford.
tism in his feet.
Bill Franklin, Miss Gladys Brun-ne- r
Misses Kate and Grace
Mr and MrsFalcona Brown
and Miss Lea.
spent Sunday with Mrs. W. M.
left for Santa Cruz,
Dr. C J. Amble was in Albu-- s
rvi ht i
Gumfory.
0:
Mrs. Gumfory and Mrs. Brown
out again where he took samples of
the
spent Saturday with Mrs. N. C. and may soon be located in an- - candy
which had been reported
other part of the valley
Hawkins.
as containing poison.
The an
Miss Mildred Webb has
Falcona Brown and wife have
showed tha there was
a position in the Mountainair alysis
moved to the Angus McGillivray
nothing in the candy that might
ranch where they will make high school the coming term.
i
their home.
Little Ineta Bigelow has been
'Sf ípiSyinRu'í
Mrs. Cecil Thornell left last
on the sick list, but we hope she
week to join her husband who.
nnnenro? in hi!63
will soon recover.
fields.
Ko
;t;
o
of
News is scarce and weather pTL
Ü
, 1: These are the first of which
we
m M
r .r,
dry.
Abibwo
HUI 1IC1I IO
JJUUIC
lu,
1
looking after the Venus store have heard on the mesa. It is
said that beetles are workine
and postofnce
Special Correspondence,
The Red Cross ladies meet 'a" Z' B.r uu.s'y... B0.me. len m,,es
Too late for last week
every Wednesday in all day sew- north of Mountainair.
The local Red Cross has had
A good rain in the western ing session.
part of this community last TuesA U S. Civil Service examina- orders for a lot of bandages, and
day.
tion will be held in Moriartv at have secured' the material, but
Mrs. George Rhoades, who has 2:30 p. m. on July 27, 1918. to need1. more workers I .to geti the
been sick for a month, is con- fill the vacancy of postmaster at
to the rooms
thia nin
valescent
.ssist
The bean beetle has made its
awitthethewo?k.hOUSe
appearance in some of the fields. iui vrwiauuiua lu Basin Ill revival
.
.
.
i
1S.
W. F. Martin has bought a spray- meetings.
Leonard, together Ff0U"j ?feiler9
relatives
in
er and is trying poison on them. with other bovs here has been
havin had a "hot
Mr. McCollough
has been
Special Correspondence.
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LOCAL ITEMS
Barb wire at the Equity.
Samson Windmills at the
Equity.
Wanted Commercial teacher,
also janitor for Estancia Schools.
J. N. Burton made a business
trip to Albuquerque the first of
the week.
Cultivators that will kill the
weeds and the price is within
your reach, at the Equity.
S. C. Haas, a naval recruting
officer, has been here a couple of
days, but found no recruits.
Mrs. Sutton has returned to
St. Louis, and Mr. Sutton talks
of going into the government
service.
Wm. Dance, a former home
steader in the valley, now of
Chicago, has been visiting rela
tives here.
Lease and improvements on
school land for sale, 8 miles west
6 miles south of Estancia. A. J.
James, Mountainair.
Wanted, old buildings and
second hand lumber. State, what
you have to offer, price and location in first letter. Box 151, Estancia, N. M.
I have for sale 24 head of registered and grade Whiteface
Also 4
bulls, 1 to 3 years old.
good big work horses and harness, 4 Jersey cows, and 1 team
work mules. A. J. Green.
P. P. Cady, of Bowie, Texas,
father of Mrs. Jim Walker, and
Collet Walker of Arizona, nephew
of Mr. Walker, arrived this week
for a visit at the Walker home.
The stork visited the home
of Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Farley
Tuesday morning and left a son,
Roswell E. Farley, Jr. Albuquerque Herald.
Cleofes Romero was thrown
from a load of lumber onto the
ail road track last Friday, and
pretty badly bruised, but is now
tble to get about with a cane.
Pickard Walker arrived home
Saturday from Camp Kearney,
California, where he has been in
nilitary training for the past
month. Pickard expects to be
sailed into service soon.
E. H. Ayera is moving his
grist mill from Mcintosh to EsHe has bought the half
tancia.
of the fractional block between
the Romero planing mill and the
Hughes warehouse, and the mill
will be located adjoining the railroad right.of way, with warehouses and sheds next to the
track on railroad ground.
There will be a final examination for teachers who are not
properly certificated, on July 26
and 27 at the school building in
All teachers
who
Estancia.
cnow they are not properly certificated should avail themselves
jf this examination and bring up
their certification, as this is the
last examination for the 1918 Institute season. The R. C. examination will given on Saturday afternoon. Chas. L. Burt,
Supt. of Schools.

T. A. DIMOND
TEACHER OF PIANO
Also
STRINGED

INSTRUMENTS

Estancia M. E. Church
Eighteen
Saturdays.
years experience. Satis-- .
faction guaranteed.

Mrs. Eunice Peterson has returned from San Pedro.
Mrs. Eugene Fisher of Toledo,
Ohio, is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
J. C. Peterson.
Mrs. Alma Comer and children
are here from Amarillo, Texas,
visiting relatives.
Miss Winnie Riley has resigned
her place in the Estancia schools
to which she was elected.
Mrs. Zella Rohe is visiting her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. U D. Kob
erts, and her sister Mrs. Rous
seau.
G. C. Wood has rented the new
e
Romero room north of the
and started an ice cream
and confectionery parlor.
J. L. Stubblefield returned last
Friday from his fishing excursion. He says the water was bo
high that fishing was poor.
G. W. Austin, Mrs, Carruth
and her daughter, all of Lucy,
were here yesterday on business
before tbe local exemption board.
If you want to borrow money
on farm, .five years or longer at
6 per cent, see me at Estancia
Savings Bank. A. J. Green.
The Elgin and Sherwood families, with Miss Annie Porter and
Miss Otto left Sunday for the upper Pecos on a fishing excursion.
Wanted, farm and pasture
land. Wish to deal with owners
only. Name lowest cash price,
location and give full particulars.
Box 151, Estancia. N. M.
Wm. Winkel of Duran was
He says there
here Tuesday.
has been no rain in that vicinity
since his former report, and it
is getting very dry.
There will be a pie supper and
musical program at Fairview
Saturday night to mark the close
Every
of their singing school.
body invited.
So far we haven't heard from
that good doctor that Dr. Jame
son was going to send us. We're
a healthy community, but we
want a doctor.
A. J. James was here yester
day from his ranch over toward
He reports his
Mountainair.
farming operations a practical
failure owing to lack ot moisture.
He was farming nearly all new
ground. He talks of going to
San Juan county.
Rex Meador returned Tuesday
from his buying trip for the
He reports very
Equity store.
poor crops from Fort Worth
west in Texas and in eastern
New Mexico, but generally good
crops in Oklahoma, Kansas and
Missouri.
He went as lar east
He says help is
as St. Louis.
very scarce everywhere, and
they are ready to kidnap any
man who looks like a worker.
Many women are taking the
places of men in all industries.
Reports from Walter Martin's
bean spraying operations are to
the effect that he is somewhat
disappointed because the old
bugs were not killed, but it is
thoueht his croo was saved from
serious damage by the spraying.
There is no new crop of bugs
and worms, and even many of
the eggs seem to have been destroyed by the spraying. In this
connection, Mr. Newland reports
that he has seen ladybirds feeding on the eggs of the bean
The ' ladybirds are
beetles.
propagated by the billions in
California and save the orchards
and vineyards by eating the
BDawn of insect enemies. Coun
ty agent Strong sent to California
for a swarm of ladybirds, but
was informed that it was im
practicable to ship them so far
post-offic-

feature,
"Flying Colors." Pas
time.
July 27,

5-re-

el

BANK
ENCINO STATE
MEXICO
ENCINO, NEW
CAPITAL 25,000.00

We invite
Does a general bankine- - business. Live stock loans a specialty.
you to call on us and tell us your needs.
C. L. CREIGHTON, Cash.
F. H. WOOD, Pres. W. A. MARSHALL, V.--

Everyday Dishes at
the Everyday Store
A good assortment of plain, substantial
queensware at prices you can afford to pay.
Call and see.

A. T.COCHRAN
SPhone orders given prompt attention

A BIG

DAUOMING

TheN. M. C. Railway management are the prime movers in a
flag raising and general celebration which will occur in Estancia
on Thursday, July 25th.
The railroad people have a
splendid new flag and will erect
pole in the railroad
a
yards.
They will run an excursion from Santa Fe, bringing the
band and the Chamber of Commerce, and will stop at interven
ing stations to permit people who
want to attend to board the
train.
There will be SDeechmaking
by prominent men of all the
towns represented, appropriate
to the occasion, and music.
Aside from the nag raising
ceremonies,
there will be a ball
game between the Estancia and
Albuquerque clubs, which will
be the tug of war, as each club
has a game to its credit. There
will be broncho busting, horse
racing, and a grand ball at night,
with music by the Santa Fe
band.
All proceeds above expenses
will go to the Red Cross.
Here's a chance to enjoy your
self. Everybody invited.
Rex Meador has resigned his
position as manager
for the
Farmers and Stockmens Equity
Exchange, to take effect August
1st.
At this time there is nothing definite as to his successor.
Mr. Meador plans to leave the
state and go east.
Monday was the only rainy
day during the past wr ek. Estancia got a very good rain .51
of an inch, but it did not extend
There
far in any direction.
were other showers, but not
heavy and of restricted extent.
The need of abundant rain is be
coming acute in many localities.
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Shelton
returned last Saturday from
their visit in Mora county. Mr.
Shelton says irrigated crops are
good there, but ranges generally
in bad shape. He says he helped
in the fields while there, as there
was much work and no help to be
75-fo-

had.
J. P. PORTER

A WORD FOR MOTHERS
It is a grave mistake for mothers to

American Made Dyes

neglect their aches and pains and suffer
in silence this only leads to chronic
sickness and often shortens life.
If work is tiring, if your nerves are
excitable, if you feel languid, weary or
depressed, Scott's Emulsion will
prove a wonderful strengthener.
It possesses the very elements to
invigorate 'the blood, nourish the
nerves and build strength.
Every druggist has Scott's.
Scott

Uowne. Uloomacld, N.

BEST ON EARTH

We are now supplied with a full line of dyes
made in U. S. A, Get yours.

Try it.
J.

Julu 23, ''Snow Cure,"

el

comedu, and No. 3 War Picture.
Pastime.

Estancia Drug Company

For Sale.

One blower, one anvil, one
vise, one drill, one screw plate,
one range stove, one set hack

harness,

four rolls

one road wagon.

MRS, BURN'S

J.

Don't Lose
Your Chance!

H. Wagner.

LETTER.

Here is a letter that is certain to
prove of interest to people in this
vicinity, as cases of this sort occur in
almost every neighborhood, and people
should know what to do in like circum- -

We are selling all our
shoes at a
comparatively low price; and we have especially made big cuts on low shoes. Drop in to
look Qver our stock and to get our prices.
high-toppe- d

fltiQIlCGS

Savannah, Mo., Oct. 12, 1916.
"I used a bottle of Chamberlain's
Iiemedy
Colic and Diarrhoea
about
nine years ago and it cured me of flux
I had another attack of
(dysentery).
the same complaint some three or four
years ago and a few doses of this
remedy cured me. I have recommendColic and Diarrhoea
ed Chamberlain's
Remedy to dozens of people since I
first used it."

Romero's Store

Closing Out Sale.

New furniture going at a great
bargain. Come in. Valley Fur
niture Co.
Another Abstract

Warm Weather Goods

Notice.

Account of oeing plumb full of
business and unable to get competent help, Roberson Abstract
Company, incorporated, will for
the present discontinue making
abstracts of title to property title to which antedates the destruction of the records by fire.
Ralph G. Roberson, Secretary.

Light weight Underwear, Hosiery
Shoes. It is economy to wear such
goods during hot weather. We have
a large stock.

Cards of Thanks.
We desire to publicly express
our gratitude to the good people
of Torreón and Estancia who
were so ready and generous with
aid and sympathy in our recent
We shall
grevious affliction.
Farm never cease to remember with

KEMP BROS.

bee Brothers

Cattle Salesman and
Will do work
Sale Auctioneer.
any place.
Terms reasonable.
Also agent for Dr. Franklin s
Will sell you
Kansas vaccine.
the medicine and administer it
for the price you would pay for
the medicine. It is claimed that
one dose will immunize for life.
Will be administered according
to latest and best methods.

grateful hearts their tender ministrations. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Burruss.
I wish to acknowledge through
the columns of the News-Heral- d
the numerous and generous acts
of neighbors and friends during
the weeks of trial and grief
through which I have passed.
Their goodness and sympathy
have helped me to bear my trouClosing Out Sale.
b e and they will always be re
New furniture going at a great membered with gratitude. P. J.
Agents for
bargain. Come in. Valley Fur- Moe.
niture Co.
City
Toledo,
There are a number of people
who have accounts with me
whom I have not been able to
see or send statements to on account of being suddenly called
for military duty. 1 hav& left
my books with Leo A. Douglas,
and shall appreciate it if all
those owing me will call at his
office in the Farmers and Stock
mens Bank and settle their ac
counts. Dr. C. H. Jameson.

ot
State of Ohio.
Lucas County, bs.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
Is senior partner of the firm of P. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the City
of Toledo, County and State aforesaid,
and that said firm will pay the sum of
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by the use of HALL'S CATARRH
FRANK J. CHENEY.
MEDICINE.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In
my presence, this 6th day of December,
A. W. GLEASON,
A. D. 1886.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Medicine is taken Internally and acts through the Blood on
of
Mucous
Surfaces
the System. Send
the
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
Sold by all drupelets, 75c.
Hall's Family Fills for constlpattol..

busy fighting thistles for the last
several weeks, with thunder
showers most every afternoon
Some have had right nice show
ers.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Curry and
son Raymond and Mr. Knight
visited Albuquerque the fourth,
The boy tried to enlist in the
navy but was not accepted on
They say
some small cause.
they are going to eat some more
war rjreao anu try again.
Carson Frahm and- children
spent the 4th at C. B. Roland's.
protracted
Methodist
The
meeting is going on at Frontier
this week. Good sermons every
time and very good attendance,
considering the busy time.
John Miller has returned from
an extended visit with home
folks at Arlington. Texas.
Mrs. Drew Clark and baby
Clayton spent Thursday night
with Mrs. Kuth Jones.
Ted Hamby and family visited
as C. B. Roland's Sunday.
We have a new mail carrier on
the route from Mcintosh to
Chilili. Mr. Wallace of Mcintosh,
We hope he will have good luck
and many pleasant experiences
in the next four years.
Closing Out Safe.

.

New furniture going at a great
bargain. Come in. Valley rur
niture Co.

.

Torrance County.

Parts, Supplies and Repairs

Dp

Dealer in General
Pay CASH FOR HIDES AND PELTS

Have Gasoline Oil Plant and am able to sell Gas at the stand- You can fill here at any time. Feed Corn,
dard retail price
Alfalfa, Seed Wheat, Groceries, Dry Goods and Shoes. Silk
up
to
shawls,
$di.ou.
f ringe
PHONE NO. 15.
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Torreón. N. Mex.

Too late for last week.

Been

CAR

I
Juan (2. Jaramillo
'
Merchandise

GROVE
CEDAR
Spccal Correspondence
Well! we have woke up.

in

ESTANCIA AUTO CO,

-

NOTICE

.

Women !
Here Is a message to
Buffering women, from
Mrs. W. T. Price, of
Pu'jtlc, Ky.:
"I Buffered with painful...",
got
down
she writes. "I
with a weakness in my

tack

and

limbs... t

felt helpless and discouraged. . .1 had about
given up hopes of ever
being well again, when

A

t
i

a friend Insisted I

Strong Bank's Friendship

Has boon the saving factor in many a man'e business career.
Such friendships are not formed In a liny, howeior, they require the ripening
intluenco of time.
Unke this bank your friend and ally now, then when the crucial point arriiee
in your business, it will know you and your history well enough to gWe assistance.
This truth is as important aud useful to the individual us to the business man.
' Call in and we will be glad to explain at any time tbo advantatie in a banking
connection.

t

We pay 5 per cent on Time Deposits.

Take

Torrance County Savings Bank
Willard, New Mexico

"The Bank of Personal Services"
Hie Woman's Tonic
I began Cardui.

oo

In

a short while I saw a
difforence. . ..
market!
I grew stronger right
along, and it cured me.

I am stouter than I
havo been In years."
If you suffer, you can
appreciate what ft
mean3 to be strong and

well. Thousands of women give Cardui the
credit for their good
health. It should help
you. Try Cardui. At all
B-druggists.

6

0
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Neal Jenson

U. S. Commissioner
Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted.
Fire. Ufe, Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow '
Residences and
ledged.
Farms for Kent

Estancia, New Mexico

e
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ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

LATE

NORTH oF FIFTY THREE
(Copyright:

Little, Brown ft Co.)

'

ricnfy of stories hove been written of the great Northwest bemen who flt In with the
cause there are real people there
vigor and the strength of the ragged couotry where they dwell, but
It Is unusual to run across a tale which combines a vivid and convincing picture of life In the far North with a genuine and wholesome love
story and glimpses of life In what the world calls civilization "back
however. In
East" or "down South." Such a combination Is found,appears
below.
the first Installment of which
"North of Fifty-Threeas
Bertrand Sinclair, the author, knows the wild life of the frontier
well as the conventional life of the modern city, and the contrasts
between the two are brought out vividly as this gripping tale unfolds.
THE EDITOR.

Which Introduces a Lady and Two
Gentlemen.
Dressed In a plain white shirtwaist
and an equally plain black cloth skirt
Miss Hazel Weir, on weekdays, was
merely a unit In the office of Harrington & Bush, implement manufacturers.
Neither In personality nor In garb
would a casual glance have differentiated her from the other female units,
occupied at various desks. A business
paoffice Is no place for a woman to
rade her personal charms. The measure of her worth there is simply the
measure of her efficiency at her machine or ledgers. So that if any member of the firm had been asked what
sort of a girl Miss Hazel Weir might
be, he would probably have replied
and with utmost truth that Miss Weir
was a capable stenographer.
But when Saturday evening released
Miss Hazel Weir from the plain brick
office building, she became, until she
donned her working clothes at 7 a. m.
Monday morning, quite a different sort
In other words, she
of a person.
chucked the plain shirtwaist and the
plain skirt Into the discard, got Into
normal girl of
auch a dress as
twenty-tw- o
delights to put on, and devoted half an hour or so to "doing"
her hair. Miss Weir then became an
entity at which fev persona of either
sex failed to take a second glance.
Upon a certain Saturday night Miss
Weir came home from an Informal
little party escorted by a young man.
They stopped at the front gate.
"I'll be here at ten sharp," said he.
"And you get a good beauty sleep
tonight. Hazel. That confounded office I I hate to think of yon drudging
away at It I wish we were ready

to"

of bread and cake Into a paper bag.
Barrow whispered to her : "Let's go
down and feed the swans. I'd Just as
soon be away from the crowd."
She nodded assent and they depart
ed hastily lest some of the others
It
should volunteer their company.
took but a short time to reach the
pond. They found a log close to the
water's edge, and, taking a seat there,
tossed morsels to the birds and chattered to each other.
"Look," she said suddenly; "here's
one of my esteemed employers, If yon
please. You'll notice that he a walking
and looking at things Just like us ordinary, everyday mortals."
Barrow glanced past her, and saw a
man, his hair
rather tall, middle-age- d
man,
tinged with gray, a
dressed with exceeding nicety, even to
a flower In his coat lapel, walking
slowly along the path that bordered
the pond.
His gaze wandered to them, and the
cool, well-bre- d
stare gradually gave
way to a slightly puzzled expression
He moved a step or two and seated
himself on a bench. Miss Weir became
aware that he was looking at her most
of the time as she sat casting the bits
of bread to the swans and ducks. It
She did not
made her
know why she should be of any partic-

ular Interest
"Let's walk around a little," she suggested. The last of the crumbs were
rone.
"All right" Barrow assented. "Let's
go up the ravine.
They left the log. Their course np
the ravine took them directly past the
gentleman on the bench. And when
they came abreast of him, he rww and
lifted his bat at the very slight inclination of Miss Weir's head.
"How do you do. Miss Welrl" said
he. "Quite a pleasant afternoon.
To the best of Hazel's knowledge,
Mr. Andrew Bush was little given to
friendly recognition of his employees,
particularly In public. But be seemed
Inclined to be talkative; and, an she
caught a slightly inquiring glance at
her escort she made the necessary InSo for a minute or two
troduction.
the three of them stood there exchanging polite banalities. Then Mr. Bush
bowed and passed on.
"He's one of the biggest guns In
Granville, they say," Jack observed,
"I wouldn't mind having some of bis
business to handle. He started with
nothing, too, according to all accounts.
Now, that's what I call success."
"Oh, yes. In a business way he's a
success," Hazel responded. "But he's
awfully curt most of the time around
the office. I wonder what made him
thaw out so today?"
And that question recurred to ber
mind again in the evening, when Jack
had gone home and she was sitting
In her own room. She wheeled her
chair around and took a steady look
at herself In the mirror. A woman may
never admit extreme plainness of fea
ture, and she may deprecate her own
fairness, if she be possessed of fair
ness, but she seldom has any Illusion
about one or the other. She knows.
Hazel Weir knew that she was far
above the average In point of looks.
She was smiling at herself Just as
she had been smiling at Jack Barrow
while they aat on the log and fed the
swans. But even though Miss Weir
was twenty-twand for from unsophisticated, 1T3ÍJ not strlkTher that
the transition of herself from a demure, businesslike office person In so
ber black and white to a radiant crea
ture with the potent Influences of love
and spring brightening her eyes and
lending a veiled caress to her every
supple movement satisfactorily accounted for the sudden friendliness of

"Oh, bother the office!" she replied
lightly. "Anyway, I don't mind. It
doesn't Ure me. I will be ready at
ten this time. Good night, dear."
Oood night Hazle," he whispered.
"Here's a Usa to dream on."
Miss Weir broke away from him
laughingly, ran along the path, and
up the steps, kissed her finger tips to
the lingering figure by the gate, and
went In.
i "Bed," Bhe soliloquized, "Is the place
for me right quickly If I'm going to be
on and dressed and have that lunch
ready by ten o'clock. I wish I weren't
such a sleepyhead or else that l
weren't a "pore wurrkln' gurU'"
At which last conceit she laughed
softly. Because, for a "pore wurrklu'
furl," Miss Weir was fairly well content with her lot She bad no one dependent on her a state of affairs
which. If It occasionally leads to loneHer
liness, has its compensations.
salary as a stenographer amply covered her living expenses, and even permitted her to put by a few dollars
monthly. She had grown up In GranShe had her own circle of
ville.
friends. So that she was comfortable,
even happy. In the present and Jack
Barrow proposed to settle the problem of her future; with youth's optimism, they two considered It already
settled.
Six months more, and there
was to be a wedding, a three-weekhoneymoon, and a final settling down
In a little cottage on the West side;
everybody In Granville who amounted
o
to anything lived on the West side.
Then Bhe would have nothing to do
but make the home nest cosy, while
Jock kept pace with a real-estat- e
business that was growing beyond bis most
sanguine expectations.
She kissed her finger tips to him
again across the rooftops all grimed
with a winter's soot and within fifteen minutes Miss Weir was sound
asleep.
Mr. Andrew Bush.
She gave the Ue, for once, to the saying that a woman Is never ready at the
appointed time, by being on the steps
a full ten minutes before Jack Barrow
appeared. They walked to the corner
and caught a car, and In the span of
half an hour got oft at Granville park.
The city fathers, hampered In days
gone by with lack of municipal funda,

square
had left the
of the park pretty much as nature
made It; that Is to say, there was no
amate parking, do attempt at landscape gardening. Qruvtlle park was
a bit of the old Ontario woodland, and
as such afforded a pleasant placa to
loaf In the summer months.
When Jack Barrow and Hazel had
finished their lunch under the trees,
In company with a little group of their
causintances Hazel fathered sera la
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By BERTRAND W. SINCLAIR

UNUSUAL COMBINATION FOUND IN THIS GRIPPING STORY
OF THE GREAT NORTHWEST

CHAPTER I.

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

wondering mildly why she should be
called upon to shoulder a part of Nelly
Morrison's work, and a trifle dubious
at the prospect of facing the rapld-flr- e
dictation Mr. Bush was said to inflict
upon his stenographer now and then.
When she was seated, Bush took up
a sheaf of letters, and dictated replies.
Though rapid, his enunciation wos perfectly clear, and Hazel found herself
getting his words with greater ease
than she expected.
"That's all, Miss Weir," he sold,
when he reached the last letter. "Bring
those In for verification and signature
as soon as yon can get them done."
In the course of time she completed
the letters and took them back. Bush
glanced over each, and appended his
signature.
That's all, Miss Weir," he said po
litely. "Thank you."
And Hazel went back to her ma
chine, wondering why she bad been
requested to do those letters when
Nelly Morrison had nothing better to
do than sit picking at her type faces
with a toothpick.
She learned the significance of It the
next morning, however, when the of
fice boy told her that she was wanted
by Mr. Bush. This time when Bhe en
tered Nelly Morrison s place was va
cant Bush was going through his
moll. He waved her to a chair.
"Just a minute," he said.
Presently he wheeled from the desk
and regarded her with disconcerting
frankness
as If he were appraising
her, point by point so to speak.
'My ah dictation to yon yesterday
Miss
was In the nature of a try-oWeir," he finally volunteered. "Miss
Morrison has asked to be transferred
to our Midland branch. Mr. Allan
recommended you. The work will not
be bard, but I must have someone dependable and discreet and careful to
avoid errors. I think yon will manage
It very nicely If yon ah have no objection to giving np the more general

tentatively friendly and nothing more.
Hazel spent ber Sundays as she had
spent them for a year past with Jack
Barrow; sometimes rambling afoot In
the country or In the park, sometimes
Indulging In the luxury of a hired
buggy for a drive.
But Mr. Bush took her breath away
at a tlm and In a manner totally unHe finished dictating a
expected.
batch of letters one afternoon, and sat
topping on his desk with a pencil. Hazel waited a second or two, expecting
him to continue, her eyes on her notes,
and at the unbroken silence she looked
up, to find him staring fixedly at her.
There was no mistaking the expres
sion on his face. Hazel flushed and
She had
shrank back Involuntarily.
hoped to avoid that. It could not be
anything but unpleasant.
She had small chance to Indulge In
reflection, for at her first
move he reached swiftly and caught
.
her hand.
"Hazel," he said bluntly, "will you
marry me?"
Miss Weir gasped. Coming without
And
warning, It dumfounded her.
while her first natural Impulse was
to answer a blunt "No," she was flus
tered, and so took refuge behind a
show of dignity.
"Mr. Bush 1" she protested, and tried
to release her hand.
But Mr. Bush bsd no Intention of
allowing her to do that
"rm In deadly earnest he said.
'Tve loved you ever since that Sun
day I saw you In the park feeding
the swans. I want yon to be my wife.
Will you?"
"rm awfully sorry," Hazel stam
She was Just the least bit
mered.
frightened. "Why, you're"
The
thing that was uppermost In her mind,
and what she came near saying, was:
"You're old enough to be my father."
And beside him there instantly flashed
a vision of Jack Barrow. Of course It
was absurd even though she appre
ciated the honor. But she did not finish the sentence that way. "I dop't
oh. It's simply Impossible. I couldn't
think of such a thing."
"Why notT" be asked. "I love yon.
Yon know that yon can see It can't
you?" He leaned a little nearer, and
forced her to meet his gaze. "I can
make you happy; I can make yon love
me. I can give yon all that a woman
could ask."
"Yes.
He Interrupted her quickly. "Perhaps Tve surprised and confused yon
by my Impulsiveness," he continued.
"But Tve had no chance to meet yon
socially. Perhaps right now you don't
feel as I do, but I can teach you to feel
that way. I can give you everything
everything
money, social position,
that's worth having and love, rm
boy. I can make
not an empty-heade- d
you love me,"
"Yon couldn't" Hazel answered flatly. There was a note of dominance
In that last statement that Jarred on
her. Mr. Bush was too sure of his powers. "And I have no desire to experi
ment with my feelings as yon suggest not for all the wealth and social
position in the world. I would have
to love a man to think of marrying
him and I do. But yon aren't the
man.
I BDDredate the compliment
of your offer, and Tm sorry to hurt
you, bnt I can't marry you."
His face clouded. "You are en--

but"

"Thafs All, Miss Weir," He Said Po
litely.
work of the office for this. The salary

will be considerably more."
"If you consider that my work will
be satisfactory," Miss Weir began.
"I don't think there's any doubt on
that score. You have a good record In
the office," he Interrupted smilingly,
"Now let us get to work and clean np
this correspondence."
Thus ber new duties began. There
was an air of quiet In the private of
fice, a greater luxury of appointment
which suited Miss Hazel Weir to a
nicety. The work was no more difficult than she had been accustomed to
doing a trifle less In volume, and
more exacting In attention to detail,
and necessarily more confidential, for
Mr. Andrew Bush had his finger tips
on the pulsing heart of a big business.
The size of the check which Hazel
received In her weekly envelope was
Increased far beyond her expectations.
Nelly Morrison had drawn twenty dol
lars a week. Miss Hazel Weir drew
twenty-fiv- e
a substantial increase
oyer whnjtshe had received in tjbe shipwith that extra
ping "department
money there were plenty of little
things she could get for the home she
and Jack Barrow bad planned.
Things moved along In routine chan
nels for two months or more before
Hazel became actively aware that a
subtle change waa growing manifest In
the ordinary manner of Mr. Andrew
Bush. She shrugged her shoulders at
the Idea at first Bnt she was a wom
Miss Weir was unprepared for what an ; moreover, a woman of Intelligence,
subsequently transpired as
result her perceptive faculties naturally
of that casual encounter with the man- keen.
The fret symptom waa Bowers, dainaging partner of the firm. By the time
she went to work on Monday morning ty bouquets of which began to appear
on
his desk. Coincident with this, Mr.
she had almost forgotten the sneetlng
Bush evinced an Inclination to drift
In Granville park.
Hazel's work consisted largely of Into talk on subjects nowise related
dictation from the shipping manager. to business. Hazel accepted tba tribletters relating to outgoing consign uta to her sex reluctantly, giving him
no encouragement to overstep the norments of Implements. It waa, therefore, something of a mal bounds of cordiality. She was absurprise to be called Into the office of solutely sure of herself and of her love
the managing partner en Tuesday aft for Jack Barrow. Furthermore, Mr.
ernoon. Bush's private stenographer Andrew Bush, though well preserved,
was drawing close to fifty --end she was
sat at ber machine In one comer.
That In Itself reassured
Mr. Bosh turned from bis desk at twenty-twHazel's entrance.
her.
"Miss Weir." he said, I wish yon
Thus the third month of her tenure
to taze some letters."
drifted by, and beyond the telltale
Hazel went back for her notebook. dances aforesaid. Mr. Bush remslned

He got up and stood over her. "To
some

d

cub

some

puny

egotist In his twenties, who'll make
yon a slave to his needs and whims.
and discard you for another woman
when vou've worn out your youth and
beauty," he cried. "But you won't
marrv him. I won't let you I"
Miss Weir rose. "I Qiink I shall go
home," she said steadily.
"You shall do nothing of the sort I
There Is no sense In your running
away from me and giving rise to gos
sip which will hurt yourself only.
"I am not running away, but I can't
stay here and listen to such things
from you. It's Impossible, under the
circumstances,
for me to continue
working here, so I may as well go
now."
Bush stepped past her and snapped
the latch on the office door. '"I shan't
permit It," he said passionately.
"Girl, you don't seem to realize what
this means to me. I want you and
Tm going to have you 1"
"Please don't be melodramatic, Mr.
Bush."
"Melodramatic I If It Is melodrama
for a man to show a little genuine feeling, rm guilty. But I was never more
In earnest In my life. I want a chance
to win you. I value you above any
woman I have ever met Most women

that"

"Most women would Jump at the
chance," Hazel Interrupted. "Well,
rm not most women. I simply don't
care for yon aa yon would want me
to and Tm very sure I never would.
And, seeing that yon do feel that way,
It'a better that we shouldn't be thrown
together as we are here. Thafs why
Tm going." .
"That is to say, youll resign because
I've told yon I care for yon and proposed marriage?" he remarked.
"Exactly.
It's the only thing to do
rodar the circumstances,"

"Give me a chance to show yon that
I can make yon happy," he pleaded.
'Don t leave. Stay here where I can
at least seo you and speak to yon. I
won't annoy you. And you can't tell.
After you get over this surprise you
might find yourself liking me better."
"That's Just the trouble," Hazel
pointed out.
"If I were here yon
would be bringing this subject np in
spite of yourself. And that can only
cause pain. I can't stay."
"I think yon had better reconsider
that," be said; and a peculiar an
ugly light crept Into his eyes, "unless
yon desire to lay yourself open to be-

f

DENVEIl MARKET.

Fat steers choice to prime, f 16.00
rat steers. Brood to choice. 14.du
Fat ateera. fair to good.... 12.00Í
Heifers, prime
12.00Í
Cows, fat, good to choice.. 11.00G
9.60 í
Cowi, fair to good
Cows, common to fair .... 7.00Í
12.00 4
Veal calves
Bulls
7.50Í
Feedera, good to choice... 10.754
Keedera, fair to rood
9.50Í
Feedera, common to fair.. 8.60ÍÍ)
mockers, good to choice.. 8.75 í
fitockers, fair to good
8.00 V
Hoaa.
Good hogs
$18.85017.85
Sheep.
Lambs
$16.25016.25
r;wes
12.00G113.0U
Spring lambs
17.7618.60
HAY AND ORA1N MARKET.
F. O. B Denver, Carload Price.
liar.
Buying l'rlcea.
Colorado Upland, per ton. .$18.00018.00
Nebraska Upland, per ton. 16.0016.00
Nebraska Upland, per ton. 15.00 18.00
Prairie Hay, Colorado and
1G.0016.00
Nebraska, per ton
Timothy, per ton
16.00 18.00
Alfalfa, per ton
14.00016.00
South Park, per ton
18.0020.00
Gunnison Valley, per ton. .16.0017.00
5.00
Straw, per ton
Grain.
Oats, Nebraska. 100 lbs., buying. .12.60
2.60
Colorado oats, bulk, buying
Corn chop, sack, selling
3.25
Corn In sack, selling
2.09
Oluten feed, sacked, selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling... 1.57
Flour.
OS
Hungarian Patent,
lbs., sacked
.
subject to discount
Hungarian. 48 lbs., sacked, subject
to discount
2.3614
POULTRY.

Dressed Poultry.
The following prices on live poultry
are net V .O. B. Denver:
SO
Turkeys, fancy d. p
032
24
Turkeys, old toma
025
Turkeys, choice
20 022
27
Hens, lb
30
27
Ducks, young
27
25
Geese
0
18
15
Koosters
Live Poultry.
10 811
Roosters, lb
23 0 25
Turkeys, 10 lba. or over
25
21
Hens
027
Ducks, young
....25
80
Ducklings, lb
22 024
Geese
"Take Your Hands Off Me, Please." Broilers, its to I lba
33 040
Eggs.
young woman
Ing the
graded No. 1 net, F. O.
In this town, where you were born, Eggs,
SB
B. Denver
where all your friends Uve."
Eggs, graded No. 2 net. F. O.
26
B. Denver
"That sounds like a threat Mr.
Bush. What do you mean?"
Butter.
' 45
ex. 1st grade, lb.
"I mean just what I say. I will Creameries,
41
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
admit that mine Is, perhaps, a selfish Process
89
31 082
passion. If you Insist on making me Packing stock
suffer, I shall do as much for you.
Fruit.
There are two characteristics of mine Apples, Colo., fancy, box
(2.0008.00
2.25
which may not have come to your at- Gooseberries, crate
t.
Col., pie,
crt. 2.5008.00
tention: I never stop struggling for Cherries,
pts
3.00 4.00
borne,
Strawberries,
what I want And I never forgive or
forget an injury or ah insult. If yon Asparagus, lb Vegetables.
12
10
12. 00013.00
drive me to It yon will find yourself Beans, navy, cwt
9.00
drawing the finger of gossip. Also, Beans, pinto, cwt
16
lima, lb
you will find yourself unable to secure Beana,
Beana, green, lb
100 12
12
beans
a position In Granville. Also, you may Wax
Beets, Colo., dos. bunches 800 35
find yourself losing the er regard of Beets,
4.00
new, cwt
6.00
cwt
this ah fortunate Individual upon Carrots,
new, Colo....... 4. 000 4.50
whom yon have bestowed your affec- Cabbage,
100, 15
Cauliflower, lb
SO
60
tions; but youll never lose mine," he Lettuce, head
50
Lettuce, curly, doa
400
burst out wildly. "When you get done Onlona,
20 5
25
table, dos. .
butting your head against the wall Onlona, Crystal Wax .... 1. 260 1.65
26
Parsley,
dos
150
that will mysteriously rise In your Peas. Colo., lb
10
way, ru be waiting for you. That's Potatoea, new, cwt
8. 000 8.25
potatoes, cwt
000 2.00
i
how I love, rve never failed In any- Tomatoes,
homegrown, lb. 160 1714
thing I ever undertook, and I don't Turnips, cwt
8 500 4.00
care how I fight fair or foul, so that Turnips, Colo., dos. bunch 250 80
I win."
MISCELLANEOUS
MARKETS.
"This Isn't the fifteenth century,"
Prices for Metals.
Hazel let her Indignation flare, "and
,
New York. Lead 88.0008.0
rm not at all afraid of any of the
Copper I25.62M.
things you mention. Even If I weren't
Silver 99 Kc.
St. Louis. Spelter $8.45 08.50.
engaged, I'd never think of marrying
London. Bar silver, 48d per ounce.
a man old enough to be my father a
Boulder, Colo. Tungsten concentrates,
per unit.
per cent, $22.00022.50
60
man whose years haven't given him a Crude
ores, 60 per cent, '$22.00025.00;
sense of either dignity or decency. 25 per cent, $12.00013.50: 10 per cent,
Wealth and social position don't mod- $9.40018.20.
$3
"
ify gray hairs and advancing age.
The Boston Wool Market. '
Your threats are an Insult This Isn't
Boston. Wool Scoured basis:
Texas Fine, twelve months, $1.720
the stone age. Even If It were," she
fine, eight months, $1.6001.55.
concluded cuttingly, "you'd stand a 1.75:
laple, $1.80; half-bloTirÍíary-rE!j?-e
RTfiblng,
poof chance' of wlnnlñj "a" 'fomafi
$1.6301.68:
combing, $1.4001.45; fine
against a man like well " she clothing,
$1.6501.70; fine
medium
shrugged ber shoulders, but she was ' clothing, $1.5501.60.
Pulled Extra, $1.8001.86; AA, $1.70
thinking of Jack Barrow's broad shoulsupers,
$1.6001.65.
01.80; A
ders, and the easy way he went up a
Chicago LIt Stock Quotations.
flight of stairs, three steps at a time.
Hogs
Chicago.
Bulk of sales,
I
"Well, any young man."
$16.85017.60; butchers. $17.25017.65;
light, $17.200
With that thrust Miss Hazel Weir packing, $16.60017.16;
17.70; rough, $15.85016.50: pigs, $16.40
turned to the rack where bung her hat 016.75.
m
'
mv. .
Cattle Beef cattle, good to choice
and coat
arid prime, $16.75018.10; common and
Busjj, caught her by the shoulders bemedium, $11.70019.75;
butcher stock,
I Sows
fore she Took "a second" step.
Shd heifers, $8.25014.75: eanners
cutters, $7.1538.25; stackers and
"Gray hairs and advancing age I" he ' and
good,
feeders,
choice
and fancy, $10.50
said. "So I strike you as approaching ' 018.00; common and medium, $8.25 0
senility, do It I'll show yon whether 10.50; veal calves, good and choice,
specimen you seem $16.60017.25.
I'm the worn-ou- t
Sheep Top.
lambs,
big
$19.00;
to think I am. Do you think m give string yearling breeding ewes, $18.00;
lambs,
prime,
choice
$18.85019.15;
and
you np just because rve made yon medium and good, $18.00018.85; culls,
angry Í Why, I love you the more for $13.00016.00; ewes, cholqe and prime,
medium and good, $10.50
It; It only makes me the more deter- $13.00018.35;
18.00; CUllS, $500050.
.i,-.- -.
mined to win you."
Chicago Grain and Provision Prices.
"You can't Í dislike you more every
Chicago. Wheat No. 2 red, $2.30;
second.
Take your hands off me, No. 3 red. $3.27.
Corn No. I yellow, $1.85; No. 8 yelplease. Be a gentleman
If you can." low,
$1.80; No. 4 yellow. $1.7001.75.
8
For answer he caught her up close
Oats No.
white,
774 0 78140;
7807814c.
to him, and there was no sign of de- standard,
Rye No. 2. $1.80.
cadent force In the grip of his arms.
Barley $1.1801.25.
Timothy $5.0007.76.
He kissed her; and Hazel, in blind
Lard $26.07.
rage, freed one arm, and struck at film
Bibs $23.75024.25.
man fashion, her hand doubled Into
Kansas City Produce.
a small fist By the grace of chance,
Kansas City. Butterr-Creamer40a;
the blow landed on his nose. There firsts,c, 3814c: seconds, 3754c; packing,
8214
Eggs Firsts, S6c; seconds, 80c.
was force enough behind It to draw Poultry
Hem, 24c; roosters,
16V4c;
blood. He stood back and fumbled for broilers, 80035a
his handkerchief.
Something
that
Linseed.
sounded like an oath escaped him.
Duluth. Minn. Linseed $4.81: to arrive, $4.60.
HIDES AND PELTS
That the threats made by
Pound.
Flint, butcher, lb
. .,
30o
Bush were not Idle waa shown
Ha
Flint, fallen, lb
when on his sudden death his
Flint, bull and stab, lb
Ma
Flint, culls and glue, lb
16o
will was found to contain a proHalt niaes. id
20022c
vision which brought disaster to
Horse hides, one-ha- lf
to two-thirprloe of green salt.
Hazel.
The next Installment
Oreen Saltea, Cure HI aes.
tells how this waa brought
Ovar 40 lba., lb
UOlSo
Under 50 iba., lb
12013o
about.
Olue hldea and skins. Ib.
100
stags,
Bulla and
lb
1010a
lb.
Part cured,
l0 less
(TO BJfl CONTINUED.)
Oreen, So lb. less than cured.
Dry Flint Pelts.
pelta, lb
44047o
We all have a soft spot to our beads Wool
Short wool pelta
..89 40o
at birth and some of us never lose It Butcher shearltnga. No. 1, lb... 0 87a
No. 8 Murrain shearings, lb....
Bucks, saddles and Dieces at vaina 12a

......

ESTANCIA

PUNS

OUTLINED

CAREFJL SANITATION
TO PREVENT DISEASE

FOR MAKING HAY
Poultry Coops and Houses Should
Be Thoroughly Ventilated

Three Men and Two Horses Is
Most Economical Crew for
Observance of Simple Rules Will PreGathering Up Crop.'
vent Trouble by Overcrowding and
Soli Contamination
Turn
Soil In Yards.
HAULING DONE IN AFTERNOON
Amount That Can Be Handled Un
der Condition
Given Will Be
From 40 to 60 Aeree, Much De- -'
pending Upon the Yield.
Ok
1
(Prepared by the United States Depart
ment or Agriculture.)
On many farms haymaking Is car
ried on In a more or less haphazard
manner, resulting In a loss of time,
as now and then a part of the crew Is
Idle. With small crews there Is usual
ly less loss of time than with larger
crews, where some are mowing and
raking, loading and hauling, and others working at the barn all of the
time.
The smallest economical crew for
bringing hay from the field and put
ting It Into the barn Is the three-ma- n
e
crew. In the East, the
and
common practice Is to load the Wagon
with hand forks and unload It with
the horse fork or sling. This arrange
ment allows two men to pitch on the
load and one man to build the load on
the wagon and drive the team. When
the load Is on, all three men go to the
barn to unload. At the barn one man
works In the mow, one sticks the hay
fork on the wagon, and the third
man drives the team on the rope. No
time Is lost, except that lost by the
two pitchers in traveling between the
barn and the field. In the East the
average distance between these points
is a quarter of a mile or less.
Custom in East.
On most average-size- d
farms in the
East the general custom is to haul
hay in the afternoon only. In the forenoon, one man mows enough bay In
about four hours, starting after the
dew is almost gone, for half a day's
hauling. Three to five acres, yielding
1.5 tons to the acre, is about all the
ordinary three-ma- n
crew can handle.
The second man rakes every morning, at the beginning of the haying
season, the hay that was mowed the
day before. In the forenoon the third
man does not work at haying at all,
but is free to do other farm work,
such as plowing corn, etc.
Let us see what the effect will be on
the size of the crew If the hay is not
cut until well past "full bloom," the

NEW8-HERAL-

(Prepared by the United States Depart,
ment of Agriculture.)
With ail classes of poultry breeders
there should be more careful effort
than ever before to secure thorough
sanitation and thus to prevent dls-On farms correct sanitation Is secured in bouses and coops by good
ventilation at all times and the removal of the night droppings as often
as necessary, to avoid bad odor. On
the land the desired result is obtained
by distributing the stock so that all
droppings are taken up as fertilizer
by the vegetation growing on it so
quickly that there is no soil pollution.
Observance of these simple rules will
not only prevent all diseases caused by

Chickens

Are Always Healthier If
Kept on Open Range.

overcrowding, and soli contamination,
but the young stock reared under such
conditions will grow faster and better.
Where it is Inconvenient to distribute
a large stock as widely as is necessary
to secure permanently the fine sanitary condition of land desired, the
same result Is obtained In growth by a
rotation which places young birds al
ways on land not used for poultry the
preceding year.
In back-yar- d
poultry keeping scrupulous cleanliness is essential.
The
night droppings should be removed
morning.
which
early in the
Those
fall on the floor of the house and in
the yard should be removed as often
as is necessary to get them before
they become finely broken and so
mixed with the litter of the floor or
the soli of the yard that much of such
material must be taken up with them.
Frequent turning of the soil In small
yards Is desirable, but ought not to be
accepted as a proper substitute for removal of droppings there. If these are
simply turned under In soil in which
no vegetation is growing there Is temporary Improvement, but after a short
time conditions become so bad that
renewal of the soli to a considerable
depth Is necessary.
Clay soils should
be frequently and liberally treated
with lime.
Hay Making With
Small Crew.
Good sanitation checks the rapid
stage of maturity at which hay (tim- multiplication of lice and mites, but
othy, for example) must be cut ff does not destroy them. For this the
should be
choice or "tea green" hay Is to be se- appropriate insecticides
used. In a series of tests of insecticured.
entomology
by
cides
of
the
bureau
Hay cut when past full bloom cures
quite rapidly if the weather is favor- sodium fluorld was found most effecable, and hay mowed in the forenoon tive, completely destroying ail lice
can be put into the barn in the af- present at the time of application, and
ternoon. 'This arrangement requires making the birds treated immune to
for some time. The
an extra man and two extra horses to attacks of lice
methods of using sodium fluorld for
rake the hay. To facilitate matters, lice
and of eradicating mites are given
y
the
rake should be used,
so that loading can be started as soon fully in Farmers' Bulletin 801.
as the rake has made one round. The
fourth man will usually finish raking
HELP?
by three or four o'clock In the afterHOW FARMERS GET
noon, and can help load during the remainder of the day. However, three
(Prepared by the United States
men pitching onto one wagon is not
Department of Agriculture.)
if
ordinarily a very economical arrangeIn every agricultural district x
ment
sue-are
who
there
farmers
have
Mowing In the Afternoon.
ceeded
in holding their em- ployees in spite of all the attrac- Now let us suppose that it is decided to do the mowing in the afternoon
tlons offered by other Industries. A
as well as the raking, and see how this
These farmers have usually em- - T
arrangement affects the size of the
ployed married men. and have
crew. Such a method requires anothfurnished them with a small but
er additional man or team, making a
comfortable house. Moreover,
crew of five men working in the hay
the laborers have en loved the
field in the afternoon only. There will
privilege of raising a small garbe one man mowing, one raking the
den and a few pigs and chickens.
hay mowed the day before, and three
Clarence Ousley, Assistant
men bringing bay from the field and
Secretary of Agriculture.
putting It into the barn. Two more
horses will also be required with this
method, making a total of six, yet
this larger crew will handle no more PREVENT DISEASE ON FARMS
crew
hay per day than the three-ma- n
Disinfection of Seed, Location and
above described.
Care of Seed Bed and Crop RotaThe amount of hay that can be
tion Are Important.
handled under these conditions will
be from 40 to 60 acres, depending upon
(Prepared by the United States Depart
the yield. If the hay loader Is used,
ment or Agriculture.)
more hay can be handled per day. The
The first aim of the farmer should
two pitchers work on the wagon build- be to prevent. If possible, the Introduc
ing the load, and the third man drives tion and distribution of destructive dis
the team.
eases on his farm. In order to accom
plish this, several precautions should
Dusting for Brown Rot.
be observed, of which the more Impor
Dusting peaches through the season tant are (1) the disinfection of seed
for brown rot and scab Is fully as ef- (2) the location and care of the seef
fective and much quicker than spray- bed, and (3) crop rotation.
ing. Two applications are necessary
Beans in Succession.
In a dry season; three if rainy. The
Beans may be used as a succession
last application should be made about
grass,
crop
spfnach, or onion seta
for
three weeks before picking.
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The
Awakening
fMl

By MINNIE M. TOWNSBND
(Copyright, UlS. by the McClure Newipa- -

"By, Myrn, ni be late for lunch, but
if yon get hungry don't wait Molly
won't mind warming mine over."
Myra, comfortably settled in the
easiest chair of the sitting room, lazily
waved a slim white hand to her
and turning
mother's cheery good-btoward the window watched the lively
little body cross the street and Join
several other dear mother people on
the corner. Myra laughed scornfully.
"I'm surprised at mother; such a
motley crowd, tall, short, fat, lean,
rich and poor."
Myra, however, failed to take note
of the one connecting link among the
women. Each one carried a huge sewing bag and everyone from old Mrs.
McCnne's worn brown lining monstrosity to the wealthy Mrs. Van
Eaton's creation of satin and ribbon
was overflowing with its burden of
brown and gray yarn and partially
finished garments for Uncle Sam's
soldier boys.
Myra yawned and turned lazily to"
a book in her lap, but somehow she
could not get interested.
A coming
party was uppermost in her mind and
rosy
she was having
visions of herself in the new satin gown which she
had ordered just that morning. She
was wondering If she could get slippers
to match the delicate hue of her dress
material, and If she had better have
her hair done by a hair dresser or trust
to her own nimble fingers to get just
the correct amount of wave Into the
glossy strands of bronze.
Pleasant
reveries were Interrupted by the Insistent peal of the telephone bell.
Her eager greeting of her dearest
chum was cut short in horrified dismay.
"Cut out the party? Surely, you
must be mistaken, Dora why I ordered my dress today. On account of
the war? My soul. This old war makes
me tired. I don't see what this country
got Into It for, anyhow. I wish to
goodness I lived in a warless age
. . .. What's that make comfort
bags Instead of dance? Well, of all
the nonsense. No, I won't help. It
makes me tired. No, I said, Dora.
By."
Myra returned to her easy chair,
pouting dreadfully. She caught up the
book she had tried to read and flung
it to a far corner of the library table.
Her childish spite thus appeased, she
slumped down into the luxuriant
depths of the chair and sulked herself
to sleep.
Her brother awakened her later by
flinging the morning newspaper Into
her lap. . Myra turned lazily to the
woman's.Tage and read the fashion
talk first. Then she skimmed the lovelorn letters and read the next chapter
In a thrilling serial of love and adventure. That digested, she turned In
a bored fashion to the jokes.
One or two rather scandalous headlines caught her eye, but as far as the
remainder of the paper was concerned
it might Jurt as well have been blank.
Her brother finally turned wistful
eyes toward the feminine heap in the

brightened.
Across memory's page
n
was coming a
Incident.
The one time when she had really add
mired the lad and forgot his
countenance. She turned animatedly to her brother, anxious to tell
him of this one worth-whil- e
thing Bert
bad done In ber presence.
"Bob, Bert did have a brave nature,
even though perhaps we didn't realize
It at the time. I remember one beautiful summer day, when he and I were
going borne from school together. We
were crossing a swampy field over a
narrow path. Suddenly a nasty, little
green snake reared Its head Just ahead
of me In the path. Horrified, I squealed
my loudest. Bert, who was chasing a
butterfly Just In back of me, hurried
near to see what the trouble was. I
suggested that we step aside and let
the reptile go Its way, but Bert emphatically said no, the younger children were coming just behind us and
they, too, would come across the snake.
Though I remonstrated, boldly he took
heavy stones and crushed the menacing creature before the other children
came along."
She paused remlnlscently, and then,
as If some sudden understanding had
taken possession of her, her eyes widened and a new light came into their
dark depths.
'Oh Rob, I never thought about it in
that light before, but what Bert did
that day was what he tried to do when
he enlisted, wasn't It? It's just what
all the soldier boys are trying to do-- make
this world safer for those who
come after. I see it all now. Oh what
a selfish creature I've been I Oh Bob,

I

I"
Sobbing, she turned shamed

eyes to
her brother, and he, boyishly caught
her against his shoulder and patted her
tousled head comfortingly. After she
had quieted down a bit be arranged
the chair pillows about her in a some
what embarrassed fashion, and then
stood before her eager eyes, asking the
question which his parted Hps were
shyly refusing to do.
Myra sensed the situation immedi
ately, as she looked up Into his face.
She sighed a bit woefully, but there
was real bravery in her voice as she
said wistfully:
'I know what you are aching to ask,
Rob, seeing that I have been the objector until now."
"Until now does that mean that

you consent, Sis?"
She nodded, though It cost ber a
brave effort.
Tes, I couldn't say otherwise now.
Rob. Uncle Sam needs every young
man, and and Bert's place in the
ranks is empty."
Thank you, Sis, he does need us,
every one, and Tve wanted so much to
answer the call. I know mother 11 be
glad."
An hour later, when Mrs. Crane en
tered the house, smiling happily with
the thought of a morning well spent, a
distinct odor of scorched potatoes
crept up her nose. Hurrying into the
kitchen through the sitting room, a
surprising sight met her eyes.
Molly, supremely unconscious
of
burnt potatoes, was busily superintend
ing the cutting out of a big red cross,
while Myra's untrained fingers were
clumsily following instructions.
The
boy, whistling happily, was gathering
up the remains of tan silk, from which
the dainty sewing bag, banging across
the chair arm, had been cut.
At a glance the mother knew that
something unusual had happened, and
burnt potatoes and everything else
were forgotten until she heard the
story of the casualty list and how it
easy chair.
"Awful, Isn't it?" he inquired glum- had awakened the heart of her daughter at last.
ly.
With her arms about her daughter,
Myra surveyed him lazily. "What's
the .mother's eyes looked over the
awful. Bob?"
"Didn't you read the war news?" he bronze tresses and smiled bravely,
proudly at her son, who was soon to
asked sharply.
be one of Uncle Sam's soldier boys.
She grunted In disgust :
"I should say not ; I hear enough of
the old war. Why, just think, Bob, WHEN PLINY VISITED BELGIUM
they've postponed our club party on
account of the war, and I ordered my Great Roman Has Left Us an Interesting Description of Country
dress "
"Myra I"
a He Saw It
There was a new note in her brothquickly,
up
Pliny, the learned and Industrious
er's voice. She glanced
and the expression on his face mode Roman naturalist, who perished in the
her get slowly to her feet, her eyes eruption of Vesuvius, 79 A. D., visited,
wide and questioning.
in the course of his duties as an off"Don't you dare talk like that," he icial of the Roman empire, the heroic
country which we call Belgium. It is
continued, huskily. "An old party
and real men dying for their country interesting, comments the Protectionright.
Bead
that."
ist, to recall his description of this
and for
Mechanically she took the sheet he country.
"There," he wrote, "the ocean pours
held out to her and glanced over it
carelessly, as though a cursory look in its flood twice every day, and pron.
duces a perpetual uncertainty whethwould reveal the cause of his pertur-batio"Do you mean this. Bob? Why, er the country may be considered as a
part of the continent, or of the sea.
she
casualties,"
it's only a list of the
said, reprovingly, as though such a list The wretched Inhabitants take refuge
could be of no special Interest to them. on the sand hills or in little huts,
which they construct on the summits
"Only I Bead 'em, I said."
Dumfounded, she read them down of lofty stakes, whose elevation is conSuddenly she stiffened, peered closer at formable to that of the highest tides.
"When the sea rises they appear
the printed sheet and then turned in a
like navigators; when it retires they
bewildered fashion to her brother.
ship"It can't be he, Bob ; why, Bert was seem as though they had been
only a boy Just a boy he can't M wrecked. They subsist on the fish left
by the refluent waters and which they
dead."
catch In nets formed of rushes or sea"It is true. - He was only a boy, but weed. Neither tree nor shrub is vishe died for his country, while you
ible on these shores. The drink of the
hate to give up an old party."
people Is rain water, which they preShe did not heed the reproof. Star- serve with great care; their fuel, a
ing at the familiar name, she was harksort of turf, which they gather and
ing back over the year to their high form with the hands. And yet the unschool days. Albert Blake had gradu- fortunate beings dare to complain
ated in ber class, Just barely acquir- against their fate when they fall uning the necessary points to let him der the power and are incorporated
pass out Into the world with a diploma. with the empire of Romel"
Back over the years she slipped. In
the grammar grades he was a big, over- -'
Schwab's Only Political Speech.
grown tease. Too silly to be really
"I have only one political speech to
popular, he bad laughed his way my credit," says Charles M. Schwab In
through the grades. The feminine por- his article, "The Shipbuilder's Job,"
tion of the school had always steered In the June Forum. "It was made over
clear of him, as wherever a jolly, good-natur- at Braddock thirty years ago when I
face shone there was always was young and Impulsive. I nrged the
to be heard the squeal of a halr-pulle- d
election of the Republican ticket As
lass.
a consequence, or a fact, the town
Myra's eyes were misty as she re- went Democratic for the first and only
membered the boy. Suddenly she time, I believe, since the Civil war."

Near Relations.

LIFT OFF CORNS!
Drop Freezone on a touchy-corthen lift that corn
off with fingers

It may be news to many people that
there can be a nearer fuiully relation
than that, of brother and sister, bif a
little miss gave this information to the
world on the first day of her attendance at the school.

Accompanied by a small boy, she appeared In the schoolroom, and the
teacher proceeded to take down the
new pupils' names, which were given
us
ltulph and Kdilh Johnson.
Doesn't hurt a bit
Drop a little
"Hrother and sister, I suppose," said
Freezone on an aching corn, Instantly
that corn stops hurting, then you lift the teueher plensnutly.
"Oh, no, nm'ain, we're twins," wa
It right out. Yes, mnglc ! No humbug I
the little girl's reply.
Makes the laundress happy that's Reo!
Cross ling Blue. Makes beautiful, clsaj
whito clothes. All good grocers.
Adv.
A Graveyard.
Bishop Wuterhou-- e suld at a Los
Angles wedding breakfast:
to be careful
. "I counsel every girl
ni't to marry a selfish num. A selfish
what uuhupplness !
Selfishness," the bishop added solemnly, "Is H graveyard. It takes in all
It nr get, and never gives unythlng
back."

Important to Mothers

A tiny bottle of Freezone costs but a
few cents at any drug store, but Is sufficient to remove every hard corn, soft
corn, or corn between the toes, and the
calluses, without soreness or Irritation.
Freezone Is the sensntlonnl discovery of a Cincinnati genius. It lswon-derfu-i.
Adv.

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
iur iQiums ana cnnoren, and see that It

Bears the
Signature
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castorisj

Up Against It
"This daylight saving scheme la
rough on the bashful young fellow who
goes courting."
No Earthly Chance.
"How so?"
A native of Glasgow wan seeing his
"He hasn't the nerve to drop around
prosperous cousin off by the night
until it gets dark, and then it's time
train to London.
to go home."
"Mon, David," he sold, as they waited, "wud ye no like to leave me a
Spurgeon's Philosophy.
shullin' or sae toe drink ycr health
To get, we must give; to accumuan' a safe Journey?"
must scatter; to
we
late,
ke ourDavid shook his head regretfully, ns
he thrust bis hands tight Into his pock- selves happy, we must ninke others
happy. C. H. Spurgeon.
ets.
"A'm awfu' sorry, Sandy," he reBroken promises make a mighty
plied.
"A' the few shullin's I can
spare I send tae ma pulr auld moth- poor foundation for n good character.
er."
"Hoots awa !" retorted Sandy. "An'
Clear Your Skin
jlst the ither day yer auld mither telt
me ye uivir sent her a penny piece!"
Save Your Hair
"Well, then," said David placidly,
With Cuticura
"if I nlvlr send onythlng tae that pulr
Ronn. Olnt. Tilmm
auld soul, whit chance dae ye think
fto. eulL Bam pi
itch of "Omttcmra,
ye Btnn'?"
Dept. I, BMtM."
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Good Model, Anyway.
Myrt I con't understand why you
care so much for Mr. Rewral.
He
seems
to me. Imngine
a man coming to see you and going
,
home at ten o'clock.
Gert Well, he may seem like an old
got
you
to
give him credit
model, but
foi having a
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Imagination, Not Romance.
She Do you think that people are
less romantic and Imaginative after
they are married?
He I don't know about the romantic part of It, but if they are going to
try to explain everything they've got
to be more imaginative.
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Where in Western Casada you can buy at from
t to $30 per acre food farm land that will raise
its
20 to 45 bushels to the acre of 2 wheat
easy to figure the profits. Many Western Canadian
farmers (score of them from the U. S.) have paid for their land from a
single crop. Such an opportunity for 100
profit on labor and investment
is north investigation.
Canada extends to you a hearty Invitation to settle on her

Free Homestead Lands

off

160 Acres Each

or secure seme of the low priced lands in Manitoba, Saskatchewan or
Alberta. Think what yon can make with wheat at f 2 a bushel and land so
essy to get Wondertul yields also ot Uats, Barley ana
Flax. Mixed farming and cattle raising.
The climate is healthful and agreeable; railway facilities excellent; good schools and churches convenient
Write for literature and particulars as to reduced railway
rates to Supt Immigration, Ottawa. Canada, or to
W. V. BENNETT
Room 4, Bee Bldo Omaha. Neb.
Canadian

Goyernment Agent
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Cold Drinks Bad

for Your Stomach
How to Avoid the Digestive Miseries
That Hot Weather Brings
Cold drinks in hot weather are bad
enough for any stomach but doubly so,
in (act, dangerous when the stomach
Is out of fix and von suffer from indiheart-bargestion, acidity,
soar stomach, and that awful
bloated condition after eatpnifed-uing. In fact, all stomach and bowel
miseries are greatly aggravated in hot
weather. Yon can't be too careful.
Sunstroke can be traced in many cases
to poor digestion. Everyone should
watch their stomach in hot weather.
Keep it sweet and cool. Here is an
easy and pleasant way to correct stomach ills. A compound has been discovered which surely takes np the
harmful jaicea and gasea Irotn thestom-mac- h,
leaving H sweet, clean, cool and
You won't know you
comfortable.
bay a stomach if you take one or two

EATONIO tablets after your meal, so
light and pain-fre- e
you will feel.
There is not a harmful thing in
EATONIO tablets. They taste finel
Just like eating candy. Druggists will
tell you that EATONIO users say they
never dreamed anything could giv.
such quick and wonderful results; yoa
can insure yourself a good, cool, sweet
stomach, yoa can eat what you like,
and always have the appetite to eat it.
EATONIO is absolutely guaranteed.
Get a box from your druggist today.
Use it to get rid of and prevent the
stomach and bowel troubles that are
bonnd to come in hot weather. If
EATONIO fails, return to your druggist and get your fiftv cents back. If
you cannot obtain EATONIO where
yon live drop a card to Eatonic Remedy
Co., Chicago, 111. They will mail yoa
a box at onoe.
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July 21st and 22nd have been designated as the days for a drive for raising money for the use of
the Salvation Army in carrying on war work. This drive has been authorized by the President of
the United States and by Governor Lindsey. The Salvation Army is doing a great work in the war
zone and every cent of the money raised in this drive will be used for that purpose and none of it for
any other phases of Salvation Army work.
By the Governor of the State of New Mexico

R Proclamation
The soldiers of the Salvation Army are dear to the people because of
of their merciful service to lowly and distressed mankind.
They ever zealously labor to raise up the fallen, to succor the needy, to
inspire the dejected, to heal the wounds of the body and to banish the frets
of the spirit.
The Soldiers of this Army are now performing a notable and beneficent
service to the fighting men of the armies of the allies on the battle fields of
Their work there is commended by its immediate beneficiaries--- ,
Europe.
the weary, sick and wounded soldiers of the armies of liberty; by the administration at Washington and by witnesses returned from participation in
this, the mightiest conflict of all time.
The Soldiers of the Salvation Army must have support or they must
withdraw from the field and the fight.
The people of the State of New Mexico, remaining at home, have ever
been seriously and effectively mindful of their obligations as
in the second line of the Nation's battle for the preservation and extension
of Liberty. Thus, doubtless, they will continue to be until the Hun is beaten
down into the dust and peace with victory is attained.
NOW THEREFORE, I, W. E. LINDSEY, Governor of the State of New
Mexico, do earnestly commend the work of the Salvation Army in behalf of
the more than twelve thousand soldiers and sailors of our State now serving
and in preparation to serve on the battle line, face to face, with the enemy
citizen-soldier-

s

of civilization.
I, therefore, confidently ask the people of this State to promptly subscribe and pay the amount requested for the Salvation Army war work.
Thus will we give courage to our soldier sons and brothers on their incursions into "No Man's Land," where death stalks, but only where victory may
be crowned.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
Done at the
the Great Seal of the State of New Mexico to be affixed.
D.,
1918
A.
of
July,
day
Fe
City of Santa
this 9th

W.E. LINDSEY.
Attested:

ANTONIO LUCERO, Secretary of State.

This Advertisement Contributed
One-thir- d

by

News-Herald-

,

two thirds by the

Farmers and Stcckmena Bank
Leo A. Douglas
Estancia Lumber Co.
J. C. Heliums
Farmers and Stockmens Eq. Ex.
White Rose Cafe
Geo. B. Fenley
W. R. Meador Garage
Estancia Auto Co.
J. E. Hinman

following-named-

:

New Mexico Land Co.
Wright Clothing Co.
Estancia Drug Co.
Matt Freilinger
Kemp Bros.
Sam N. Jenson
C. E. Ewing '
A. R. Pool
G. C. Woods

Estancia Savings Bank

Contributions to the Salvation Army on the
above dates will be used just as Red Cross, Y, M.
C. A., and Knights of Columbus contributions are
used for the comfort of the boys at the front:
The quota for Torrance County is $500, and
the various towns have been assigned quotas as
follows, with the men named as chairmen in
their respective localities. See them if they do
not see you. and give what you feel it is your
duty to give.
Lucy
Encino
Palma
Moriarty
Mcintosh

John McGillivray
Tony Stanton
Mrs. Halderman
Harry J. Fincke
John B. Bowman

Estancia

A.J.Green

Tajique

William Dow
Juan C. Jaramillo
Juan Cruz Sanchez
Juan Romero

1

Quota

Chairman

Town

orreon

Manzano

Punta

50.00
10.00
.

25.00
5.00
1

'

100.00
20.00
20.00
10.00
1

.

50.00
0.00

Ponciano Sanchez
C. M. Pearce

Cedarvale

L. W. DeWolf

Varney

Miss Simpson

W. C. Detar
'
H. A. Mirabal
Mrs. A. J. Daniel
All remittances will be made to the

Torrance
Pinos Wells
Duran

0.00

100.00

W. R. Orme
Mrs. W. W. Anderson

Abo

0.00

1

B. B. Spencer

Eastview
Mountainair
Willard
Progresso

$ 25.00

1

25.00
25.00
0.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
1

-

for the county, Alejandro Baca, at Estancia.

Carl Skerwood, Leo A. Douglas, Alejandro Baca,
s.

County Chairman

secretary

reasurer

